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ABSTRACT

(Psychology)

A RETRIEVAL MODEL OF THE SPACING EFFECT

This dissertation investigates the role retrieval plays in the spacing effect.

Four experiments are presented and a model to explain these findings is discussed.

Forced retrieval m the form of a continuous recognition task is used to investigate

spacing effect issues in a novel way.

Experiment 1 proposes that forcing retrieval in incidental learning conditions

will produce the spacing effect in cued memory tasks. This is counter to Greene's

(1989) findings. Spacing, intentionality of learning, word task (forced

retrieval/non-retrieval), and test type (recall/recognition) were investigated using 96

subjects. As predicted only the incidental, non-retrieval condition failed to show

the spacing effect.

Experiment 2 investigates if the spacing effect can be produced with pairs

of words that are not exact repetitions if the second word forces retrieval of the

first. Spacing, test type (recall/recognition), and word pair type(same/different

words in the pair) were investigated using 48 subjects. Only incidental learning was

used.

Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrate that the spacing effect can be produced by

different word pairs in a retrieval paradigm. This paradigm also allows observation

of locus of effect issues in a manner not previously investigated. Spacing, test type,

and word position (1st versus 2nd position) were investigated using 48 subjects in





each of the two experiments. In both experiments, the first item of the pair shows

greater retention than the second item, however both items show the spacing effect.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most accepted findings in cognition is that repetitions enhance

memory. Spacing plays a critical role in the effectiveness of repetitions. The

spacing effect is the phenomenon that spaced repetitions are more effective than

massed repetitions. Spaced repetitions have intervening items between the

repetitions while massed repetitions have no intervening items.

The spacing effect is robust and has been observed in paradigms as varied as

free recall, recognition, paired-associate learning, and frequency judgments. The

effect has been observed with a large range of materials including: nonsense

syllables, words, sentences, pictures, and complex visual scenes. The spacing of

repetitions has been shown to have an effect over various retention intervals ranging

from minutes, hours, days, weeks, and even years. The spacing effect is also

difficult to eliminate even with strong motivational inducements.

The spacing effect is one of the most pervasive effects observed, which may

explain why no theory has been able to encompass all the data. The advantage of

spaced repetitions may seem counterintuitive; in fact the false perception that

massed repetitions are better has been proposed as one explanation for the effect.

Some studies report that spaced presentations are twice as effective as massed

presentations. This implies that memory can be enhanced without extra effort

simply by arranging the presentation order.

Attempts to explain the spacing effect have traditionally been divided into

two types of theories: deficient processing explanations and encoding variability

explanations. When Hintzman (1974) reviewed the literature he divided the existing
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theories into five categories: consolidation, rehearsal, voluntary attention,

habituation, and encoding variability. The first four of these categories are

discussed here as deficient processing theories. Several recent investigations of the

spacing effect include retrieval-related explanations. Most of these theories are

modifications of existing deficient processing or encoding variability explanations

with an added retrieval component. These explanations are grouped here into a

third category referred to as retrieval theories.

Literature on the spacing effect as it relates to human cognition is reviewed

in this dissertation. The spacing effect is also found in psychomotor learning, but

those findings will not be reviewed here. There are a few definitions and

acronyms used throughout this paper. When referring to repeated presentations the

shorthand notation PI, P2, and IP are used. PI is the first presentation of a

repeated item and P2 is the second presentation of that item. IP is used to denote a

once presented item. Lag refers to the number of intervening items between PI and

P2. Lag 0 means there are no intervening items (i.e. the items are consecutive)

while lag 3 indicates there are three intervening items.

The spacing effect has also been referred to as distributed practice (DP)

versus massed practice (MP). However, it should be noted that the terms "spacing

effect" and "MP-DP effect" are not always synonymous or interchangeable. The

literature has given the term spacing effect a specialized meaning. Studies of the

spacing effect compare a massed condition where repeated items are adjacent (lag 0)

with a spaced condition where repeated items are separated by intervening items

(lag 1 or higher). Massed repetitions in MP-DP studies are not required to be

adjacent items. Most experimental investigations of the effects of spacing since the

1970' s are investigations of the spacing effect. This has become the laboratory
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Standard. Failure to use an adjacent massed condition leaves a researcher

vulnerable to criticism if a spacing effect is not found. This paper reviews theories

which have been formulated to address the spacing effect, but that does not mean

these theories can not be extended to explain the advantage of spacing in general.

The lag effect is another related area of investigation. The lag effect refers

to the effect found from different lag lengths. Melton (1970) defined lag effect

more specifically, claiming that recall increased as a function of the number of

intervening items between spacings of repetitions. Findings from lag effect studies

must be carefully interpreted with respect to the spacing effect. Most lag effect

studies are interested in the effect of varying nonzero lags, not in the lag 0

condition, which means there are studies which report that there was no lag effect

even though there was a significant difference between the lag 0 and nonzero lag

conditions. Many lag effect studies include a lag 0 (massed) condition in which

case the spacing effect can be extrapolated, but the lag effect is not the same as the

spacing effect. Many researchers have questioned the lag effect's generalizability

and unreliability (e.g. Toppino and Gracen, 1985; Hintzman, 1974; Underwood,

1970; Waugh, 1970; D'Agostino and DeRemer, 1972).

Historical Background

The effect of spacing repetitions has been observed and studied since the

beginning of modem experimental psychology. Ebbinghaus (1885/1964) observed

"with any considerable number of repetitions a suitable distribution of them over a

space of time is decidedly more advantageous than massing them at a single time"

(p. 89). William James (1901) advised that it was better to space repetitions of

information over a span of many days rather than repeat it over and over on just a
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few days. McGeoch (1942) commented that the advantage of distributed practice

over massed practice was found in so many varied conditions that "it stands as one

of our most general conclusions" (p. 119).

Ruch (1928) reviewed early studies of "the optimal distribution of work and

rest periods in view of determining how and to what extent the various conditions of

learning affect the relative economy of different degrees of distribution" (p. 19).

This comprehensive review reports on studies conducted from 1905 through 1925.

These studies used materials that ranged from reading comprehension, nonsense

syllables, and mazes to typewriting and archery skills. Ruch concluded that there

was no clear consensus on how practice should be distributed to produce an optimal

learning schedule. These studies were not questioning if distribution of practice

was better, but rather which distribution was best.

Dempster (1988) has expressed concern that results learned from the study

of spacing have not been applied to the American classroom. Real world decisions

on training and education are often more heavily influenced by available resources

and deadlines than experimental results. But data collected in the field demonstrates

that the effects of spacing reach past the laboratory door (e.g. Rea and Modigliani,

1987; Ross and Landauer, 1978). Longitudinal studies have also extended the

investigation of spacing to long retention intervals and materials which are more

representative of daily living (Bahrick and Phelps, 1987; Bahrick and Hall, 1991).

The study of spacing has changed as new experimental paradigms have been

introduced and as general theories of cognition have changed. Rote learning tasks

were used by Ebbinghaus and those who followed in his tradition. Ebbinghaus

repeated a list over and over until it was learned then on the next day measured how

many additional repetitions were required to achieve the previous days level of
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learning. Ebbinghaus presented data showing it took 68 successive repetitions to

initially learn a list. The next day it took 7 additional repetitions to achieve the

100% recall level of the day before. However he discovered that the same result of

releaming a list in 7 trials could be achieved in 38 repetitions if the repetitions were

spread over three days.

In the 1940' s most of the MP-DP studies were done using perceptual-motor

skill tasks such as rotary pursuit tracking. Around the middle of the 1950's interest

turned back to the verbal rote learning tasks that were popularized by Ebbinghaus.

Underwood (1961) presented ten years worth of experimental data using serial and

paired-associate learning. His intention was "to determine the range of conditions

and materials within which distributed practice facilitated learning or retention" (p.

229). Unable to accomplish this he comments "no implication should be drawn

from the present paper that the goal has now been reached" (p. 229). He used lists

as units of analysis. Lists were massed if they were repeated within 8 seconds of

each other while distributed lists were presented after 15 seconds. Advantages of

spacing were not always observed. Underwood concluded that DP advantages were

observed in learning only when interference occurred in the response-learning

phase. However his later work convinced him otherwise. Reflecting on this work

he commented (Underwood, 1982):

"My experience with the MP-DP effect was disturbing; my
dedication to the experiment as a source of knowledge was not

shaken seriously, but I was forced to recognize that the stability of

that knowledge could not be taken for granted." (p. 29).

Melton (1970) commented that "the real renaissance of interest in MP vs

DP" occurred with the departure from rote learning to the use of new paradigms

such as continuous paired-associate, Brown-Peterson, and free recall.
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Hintzman (1974) reviewed the literature and presented a narrow definition

of the spacing effect. He proposed that the term be used only to describe tasks

where repetitions of items occurred within 15 seconds. He felt the limit of the

spacing effect was found at this point. This stringent time constraint has not been

adhered to by researchers who discuss the spacing effect, but the massed condition

with lag 0 has remained part of the de facto definition. While most recent studies

use a within list structure, it should be noted that the advantage of distributing

practice is not limited to within list studies where massed items are adjacent.

Longitudinal studies (e.g. Bahrick and Hall, 1991) show that spacing over longer

intervals (i.e. days, weeks, or months) displays advantages over long retention

intervals (i.e. years).
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DEnCIENT PROCESSING THEORIES

The deficient processing theories review is divided into the five following

sections: consolidation, habituation, rehearsal, voluntary attention, and accessibility.

The first four of these theories were reviewed by Hintzman (1974). The

accessibility category has been added to encompass processing theories which rely

on the strength of previous encodings to moderate the encoding of the repetition.

Consolidation and habituation theories directly address structural neural

change mechanisms controlled by the input stimuli and are considered involuntary

mechanisms. Rehearsal and attention theories deal with voluntary processes

controlled by the subject while accessibility theories combine both voluntary and

involuntary mechanisms which are initiated by the subject (i.e. effort).

Consolidation

Consolidation is an involuntary process which produces structural neural

change as a result of learning. There are several theories of learning which can be

classified as including a consolidation process (e.g. Peterson, 1966, Atkinson and

Shiffrin, 1968, Wickelgren, 1970). Landauer (1969) presents an explanation of the

spacing effect as a product of consolidation. Landauer' s hypothesis can be stated as

"an extension of Hebb's (1949, 1966) dual trace neurophysiological theory of

learning" (p. 83). Hebb presents a "reverberating-circuit trace" which outlives the

actual stimuli but decays rapidly. This reverberating activity is assumed to create

structural change which then becomes the trace of that event.

Landauer adds two assumptions to this mechanism. First, once the

reverberatory trace is activated it becomes sensitized so that stimuli normally too

weak to activate the trace become effective. This means additional consolidation of
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the trace can occur without a complete repetition of the event as long as this

additional stimuli occurs soon enough after the original that the reverberatory trace

is still active. Second, the consolidations produced by two identical activations

occurring within a critical time period are not additive.

Hebb proposed that stimuli initiate reverberatory activity which in turn

transfers to structural change through gradual continuous activity. There are two

critical temporal issues involved with the reverberatory activity. First, the amount

of time that the reverberatory trace is active from the initial activation. Within this

time period the trace is sensitive to additional stimuli and consolidation can be

increased by stimuli normally not strong enough to activate the trace on its own.

Second, the second activation's effect would increase as the reverberatory trace

activity decays. (This is not the same as the decay of the memory trace.) This can

be explained more concretely in terms of a decay function of the reverberatory trace

activity. Assume the area under the curve of the decay function represents the

amount of consolidation during the reverberatory activity. If two activities occur

close in time the two decay function curves will overlap. This means the areas

under these curves (which represents the amount of consolidation) will also overlap

and there will be less total consolidation. Thus, if a second activation of a trace

occurs near the beginning of the reverberatory activity of the first activation it will

not have as much effect as if it occurred near the end of the reverberatory activity.

From these assumptions, Landauer predicts that spaced trials would be more

effective than massed trials.

Locus of effect is a topic which has been debated in the spacing effect

literature. Locus of effect questions which presentation is the critical one for the

spacing effect. In Landauer' s Hebbian model, the consolidation gained from the





repetition is dependent upon its relationship to the first presentation. The amount

of consolidation from the first presentation remains constant but it is the additional

amount of consolidation from the repetition whose effects are attenuated. Landau-

er's explanation assumes that neural activity has an upper bound. This is consistent

with the assumption that weaker stimuli can re-activate a previously sensitized trace

and P2 is the locus of effect because P2 provides the additional consolidation.

Bjork and Allen (1970) presented evidence which has been used to

disconfirm consolidation theory. They considered consolidation a retroactive

interference process. In other words, they assumed that P2 interfered with the

continued consolidation of PI. Landauer did not speak in terms of interference but

rather in terms of net gain of additional consolidation. He described consolidation

as a retroactive process because the amount of additional consolidation depended on

the state of the reverberatory trace activity at the time the repetition occurred.

This difference in point of view can be seen throughout the spacing literature

and may at first seem inconsequential but this differing view shapes the direction of

research. Some researchers investigate what causes massed repetitions to produce

less retention. For instance, Underwood (1969) argued that MP-DP differences

were caused by a negative factor in MP rather than a positive factor in DP.

Deficient processing theories are typically based on this point of view. However

other researchers investigate what causes spaced repetitions to produce more reten-

tion. If a repetition effect shows massed presentations are more effective than

single presentations then it is not necessary to conclude that massed repetitions are

ineffective. Instead it can be interpreted that spaced repetitions are more effective.

Bjork and Allen viewed the locus of effect for consolidation as PI. This is

consistent with a retroactive interference interpretation but not with consolidation as
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a retroactive process. To test the effects of interference on PI they manipulated the

level of difficulty of a task immediately following the first presentation. They

predicted that more difficult tasks would interfere with PI and that performance

would be adversely affected.

A variation of the Brown-Peterson paradigm was used with trigrams made

up of three common four-letter nouns. Each trial consisted of presenting a trigram

then a digit shadowing task then the second presentation of the trigram followed by

another digit shadowing task and finally an oral recall of the trigram. The 2x2x2

within subject design manipulated the shadowing task difficulty, the retention

interval from PI to P2, and the retention interval from P2 until test. The difficulty

of the shadowing task following the first presentation of the trigram was

manipulated. In one condition the shadowing task was easily completed in the

allotted 1.5 seconds but in the other the shadowing task was difficult to complete in

1.5 seconds. The number of times these two different difficultly tasks were

performed between PI and P2 was also manipulated at either 3 or 12 shadowing

tasks (4.5 or 18 seconds respectively). The shadowing task following the second

presentation was always a medium difficulty task which was performed for either 8

or 20 trials. Trigrams presented once were also tested using both the shadowing

difficulty manipulation and the PI to test retention interval manipulation presented

above.

Bjork and Allen predicted that if consolidation was at work recall

performance would be adversely effected by the difficult shadowing task because

the difficult task would interfere with short-term memory resources they viewed as

necessary for the consolidation process. Their results did not support this hy-

pothesis. They claimed that not only did the difficult task not produce the
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predicted interference but recall was slightly better following the difficult task than

following the easy task. No tests of statistical significance were reported and the

differences appear slight. Within the short P1-P2 retention interval, the short P2-

test interval results show the difficult shadowing task with 1 1 % incorrect and the

easy task with 13% incorrect but there was no difference between difficult and easy

tasks at the long P2-test interval. Within the long P1-P2 retention interval, the short

P2-test shows the difficult task with 6% incorrect and the easy task with 8%

incorrect but the long P2-test interval shows more difference with the difficult task

showing 11% incorrect and the easy task showing 18% incorrect.

Their results show that PI is not effected by this type of interference but

consolidation theory does not necessarily predict interference of PI. They do not

test interference effects on P2 which is where Landauer predicts the additional

consolidation occurs. Furthermore, they make the assumption that consolidation

relies on short-term/working memory resources. This is not necessarily the case.

Wickelgren and Berian (1971) presented a consolidation theory which explicitly

stated that consolidation did not depend on the continued existence of a short-term

trace. Finally, Bjork and Allen did not try to manipulate the repeated items

themselves. Consolidation is a process which occurs to a particular trace. This

trace is specific for the item it represents. They were not manipulating the specific

traces directly but rather other traces which might be competing for resources.

Consolidation has not been a widely explored explanation for the spacing

effect in cognition partly because it direcdy involves neural changes which prove

difficult to test. Consolidation as an explanation for the spacing effect has not been

discussed in the cognition literature since the early 1970's; however the

psychomotor literature still debates the viability of consolidation theories (Eysenck
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and Frith, 1977).

Habituation

Habituation theory is an involuntary deficient processing theory with

similarities to voluntary attention theories discussed later. Like consolidation

theory, habituation addresses activation at the neuron level. The memory trace

becomes activated and its threshold is raised thus making it harder or impossible to

reactivate for a critical period of time. After this critical time period recovery

begins and the threshold is lowered.

The time course of the recovery process is a major problem for habituation

as a structural explanation of the spacing effect. Spacing effects have been

demonstrated at a variety of presentation rates (e.g. Underwood, 1970). This

makes it difficult for recovery to explain the advantages of spacing. For example,

if the spacing effect is found at a 2-second presentation rate and also at a 5-second

presentation rate this implies that the 2-second rate would allow spacings of lag 1 to

occur in the same amount of time as lag 0 spacings at the 5 second rate. If

habituation is determined by a temporal biological process then the recovery time

for similar units should be the same regardless of the presentation rate.

Another argument against habituation theory is that it suggests the inhibition

in massed presentations would lead to slower reaction times. However it has been

demonstrated that massed repetitions show faster reaction times to the second

presentation than spaced repetitions (e.g. Rose, 1984, Johnston and Uhl, 1976,

Hintzman, 1969). In response to this criticism it could be argued that habituation

only suppresses the ability to elaborate an encoding but does not suppress access to

an item.
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Hintzman, Summers and Block (1975) attempted to provide evidence for the

habituation hypothesis but their data failed to support this theory. They

hypothesized that "it may be possible to affect the time-course of recovery by

producing different degrees of habituation prior to the spacing interval" (p. 287).

They predicted that the amount of habituation could be affected by a greater amount

of exposure to a stimuli prior to the spacing interval. This in turn would produce

slower recovery and there would be an inverse relationship between the rate at

which the spacing curve asymptotes and the amount of exposure preceding the

spacing interval.

Vacation-type slides were presented to subjects for either 3, 6, or 9 seconds

(0.8 seconds of this time was used to change the slide making actual exposure time

2.2, 5.2, or 8.2 seconds). Six levels of spacing between PI and P2 were used

ranging from 0.8 seconds (massed) to 18.8 seconds. This corresponded to 0, 1, 2,

3, 4, or 5 intervening pictures. The P2 exposure time was always 5.2 seconds

(from onset to offset) therefore only the habituation of PI was manipulated, A

frequency judgment task was given. Contrary to the habituation hypothesis,

frequency judgments were better for longer exposure durations of PI . Hintzman et

al. comment that this experiment may have failed because the minimum 2.2 second

exposure time was too long to affect changes in habituation. They suggest that

frequency might be a better way to affect habituation than duration. Experiment 2

used frequencies of 1, 2, 3, and 4 where Experiment 1 only used frequencies of 1

or 2 but once again the data did not support the habituation hypothesis.

Habituation theory assumes a mechanism which makes the memory trace

unavailable until recovery begins. This mechanism suppresses or inhibits the use of

that memory trace until the inhibiting forces weaken. The psychomotor literature
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discusses a form of inhibition as a possible explanation of the spacing effect (e.g.

Ball and Payne, 1988). Here inhibition theory proposes that the effort used to

respond generates negative motivation which in turn inhibits future responses

(Kimble, 1949). When practice is massed, negative motivation accumulates which

suppresses performance. Spaced practice allows the negative motivation to subside

between repetitions so it does not accumulate to the levels achieved during massed

practice. Underwood (1961) presents a similar interpretation of his data in terms of

interference.

"The evidence indicates that distributed practice will enhance
learning only when interference occurs in the response-learning

phase. This interference reduces the effective response strength of

the correct response. With the introduction of a rest interval, error

tendencies recover in strength, but with subsequent occurrences of

the correct response the error tendency is extinguished. Thus,

distributed practice allows for successive extinctions of error

tendencies and the assumption is that such a process results in a more
effective elimination of the deleterious effects of interference than

occurs under massed practice." (p. 245)

We can also discuss inhibition as a selective attention process which

suppresses irrelevant or unneeded information. Hasher and Zacks (1988) propose a

view of working memory which assumes an inhibitory process. This process "when

normally functioning, serve to limit entrance into working memory to information

that is along the 'goal path' of comprehension" (p. 2 12).

Here inhibition is considered a process which aids comprehension therefore

it can be assumed to work at the item level as it is defined by the task. This extends

the explanation of spacing effects throughout the range of materials. Following this

hypothesis, inhibition would suppress the current item as the next item is presented.

This suppression would occur between the offset of PI and the onset of P2. This

fits assumption that the spacing effect is a function of the time between the offset of
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PI and the onset of P2 (Hintzman, Summers, and Block, 1975). The spacing effect

would then occur as follows. First an item is presented, then as the next item is

presented, the first item is suppressed so that attention can be directed to the

incoming information. If the items are presented in a massed fashion the attention

and suppression processes would be directed at the same item. In a habituation type

model this would limit the strengthening of the repetition since it is being

suppressed at the same time as the strengthening process is being applied. In

spaced repetitions the suppression would be directed at an intervening item when

the repetition occurred thus allowing the strengthening of that trace.

Hasher and Zacks (1988) propose that inhibitory processes in older adults

are not as strong as in younger adults. If older adults are unable to inhibit as well

as younger adults the difference between the massed and spaced conditions should

not be as great for older adults as for younger adults. In other words a spacing by

age interaction would be predicted. This assumes that the lack of inhibition makes

massed repetitions more like spaced repetitions for older adults.

Balota, Duchek, and Paullin (1989) tested an encoding variability hypothesis

of the spacing effect using older adults. The typical spacing effect was found in

both groups. Although the older adults' recall was significantly lower than younger

adults' the pattern of results did not show any significant differences. Balota et al.

concluded that "older adults were not less sensitive to the spacing of repetitions" (p.

6). This data does not support the spacing by age interaction prediction however

the advantage of spacing was in the direction predicted although not to a significant

level (p > .10). Spaced repetitions produced a 5% advantage for older adults

while it produced a 9% advantage for younger adults. The repetition effect data

was also in the right direction although once again not significant (p > .15). The
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older adults display a 20% repetition effect while the younger adults display a. 11%

repetition effect. Inhibition conceptualized as a habituation-type process would

predict that deficits in inhibitory mechanisms would manifest as a greater sensitivity

to repetitions and a lesser sensitivity to spacing.

Rehearsal

Rehearsal theories propose that the spacing effect is caused by voluntary

rehearsal strategies. Like consolidation theory it assumes that information is

processed even after stimuli are no longer present; however, unlike consolidation

theory the processing is assumed to be voluntarily controlled by the subject.

Rehearsal is assumed to use limited capacity short-term/working memory resources.

Old items are available for rehearsal until they are displaced by new items.

Therefore, the total rehearsal time for an item is longer if P2 occurs after PI is no

longer in the active rehearsal set. It is assumed that only one copy of an item is

maintained in the active rehearsal set.

Rehearsal was thought to follow the "total-time law" which stated that the

amount learned was a direct function of the total amount of study time regardless of

how that time was distributed. Underwood (1970) presented data from five

experiments which all showed significant advantages to distributing repetitions

rather than massing them. Experiment 1 found the spacing effect using sentences.

Experiment 2 used sentences but also controlled for serial position effects.

Experiment 3 demonstrated that junior high students displayed the effect using free

recall of words. Landauer (1967) had previously found no effect in children this

age. Experiment 4 varied the presentation rate of nonsense syllables. No

significant difference was found between the 2-second presentation rate and the 5-
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second presentation rate. Experiment 5 manipulated the activity between word

presentations. Words were followed by a 1 -second interval containing either a

blank space, a Read condition where the subject read a addition problem composed

of single digits (e.g. 3 + 4), or an Add condition where subjects were told to give

the answer to the addition problem. The intervening activity affected recall but

there was no interaction between intervening activity and spacing condition. These

findings challenged the total-time law but did not eliminate the possibility that

subjects did not use the allotted study time equally in both conditions.

Rundus (1971) instructed subjects to study aloud and found that words with

short P1-P2 intervals were repeated aloud fewer times than words that had longer

P1-P2 intervals. This led to the conclusion that although the same number of

repetitions were presented the spacing of those repetitions created different amounts

of rehearsal. Modigliani and Hedges (1987) present findings from a rehearsal

theory with a retrieval component which can be used to explain the spacing effect.

But since the retrieval component is the key to this theory it will be discussed later

in the retrieval section of this paper.

Rehearsal theories view P2 as the locus of effect since the repetition is

rehearsed differently because of the previous presentation of PI. Because rehearsal

can be experimentally manipulated this hypothesis has been widely tested which also

means there is a large amount of disconfirming data.

Showing that the spacing effect exists in situations where rehearsal does not

take place is a popular technique used to produce evidence against rehearsal

theories. Hintzman and Rogers (1973) used Shaffer and Shiffrin's (1972) claim that

subjects do not rehearse complex visual scenes to test for the spacing effect.

Hintzman and Rodgers used 120 vacation-style color slides as stimuli. Thirty slides
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were assigned to be presented either 0, 1, 2, or 3 times. The spacings for pictures

presented 2 or 3 times were either 0 (massed), 1, or 5 intervening pictures.

Subjects were shown 190 slides at a 3-second presentation rate. The first and last

five slides were fillers used as buffers. Subjects were told to study the pictures for

a later test but were not told the nature of the test. After all the slides were show,

subjects were shown the original set of 120 slides and were told to write down how

many times they saw that particular slide. They were told to write zero if they

thought the slide had not been presented before.

Hintzman and Rodgers found the spacing effect pattern with pictures and

concluded:

"The spacing effect obtained with pictures does not appear to be any
more or less striking than that obtained using verbal materials. Thus
even if one is unwilling to admit that pictures cannot be rehearsed, as

concluded by Shaffer and Shiffrin (1972) and will grant only that

their rehearsal is inefficient compared to that of words, the

magnitude of the obtained effect would appear to rule out an

explanation in terms of rehearsal." (p. 431)

Frequency judgments have since been shown to be insensitive to practice

(Hasher and Chromiak, 1977) and are processed automatically (Hasher and Zacks,

1979) so it can be assumed that they are not affected by rehearsal. Therefore the

existence of the spacing effect in frequency judgment tasks (e.g. Hintzman, 1969;

Underwood, 1969) suggests that rehearsal is not the cause of these effects.

Paivio (1974) also found spacing effects with free recall of pictures however

these were pictures of concrete nouns rather than complex scenes. One might argue

that these pictures could be rehearsed but the spacing effect was found using both

incidental and intentional learning paradigms therefore this can be interpreted as

evidence against rehearsal.

Developmental studies provide evidence that the spacing effect exists without
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voluntary rehearsal. Young children are thought not to rehearse (e.g. Myers and

Perlmutter, 1978) therefore if voluntary rehearsal is necessary for the spacing effect

young children who have not developed this strategy should not show spacing

effects. On the other hand, if the memory mechanisms involved do not require

rehearsal then children should display the spacing effect. The developmental

evidence suggests that even very young children demonstrate the spacing effect.

Cornell (1980) presented evidence that distributed study effects existed in

six-month-old infants. Pictures of human faces were presented to the infant either

spaced 1 minute apart or massed 3 seconds apart. After a delay, the infant was pre-

sented with the study picture and a novel picture side by side. The percentage of

time spent looking at each picture was compared to the chance level of 50 percent.

Cornell cited previous studies which have shown that infants habituate to visual

patterns. Greater interest in novel stimuli is interpreted as recognition of old

stimuli. Each infant experienced both massed and distributed spacing but the same

retention interval was used for both spacing conditions.

Four retention intervals were tested: 5 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes, and 1

hour. In all four retention intervals the distributed repetitions lead to infants

"recognition" of the previously presented picture. Only the 5-second retention

interval demonstrated recognition for massed presentations. Cornell claims these

results demonstrate a "spontaneous" component to this process but also says "this

does not preclude the distribution effect being augmented by cognitive operations

such as semantic encoding, rehearsal, or elaboration" (p. 541).

Toppino and DiGeorge (1984) found spacing effects with first graders but

not preschoolers. They presented preschool and first grade children with picture

lists of common objects. The pictures were presented manually at a 5-second rate
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with both massed and spaced conditions present within the list. As the picture was

presented the child had to label it. An oral free recall test was given. The spacing

effect was not found with preschoolers but was found with first graders. Both

groups displayed repetition effects. Since young children are not thought to

rehearse spontaneously Toppino and DiGeorge took their findings as evidence that

spacing effects in free recall may depend on cognitive mechanisms which emerge

with development.

Rea and Modigliani (1987) were unable to replicate Toppino and DiGeorge's

(1984) findings. They modified and extended Toppino and DiGeorge's experiment

with the intention of addressing possible methodological problems and investigating

intermediate levels of both spacing and age. Items were presented on slides rather

than manually and both words and pictures were used as stimuli. Lists only

contained one type of material (either words or pictures) but every subject received

two lists of each type. An audio component accompanied each slide. This was

necessary with v/ord lists because the preschoolers could not read. Four age groups

were used rather than two; children were in preschool, kindergarten, first, or third

grade. Finally, an intermediate lag condition was added so there were either 0

(massed), 1, or 3 intervening items. An oral free recall test was given. Spacing

effects were found in all four age groups. This included the preschoolers contrary

to Toppino and DiGeorge's findings. They also found that recall increased with lag

as well as with age.

In their second experiment the intervals between items were left blank. This

was done to examine spacing effects over very brief intervals of time. Since

children are thought not to rehearse blank space could be used as an intervening

item. Spacings of 0, 1.1, 2.5, and 5 seconds were used between the two
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presentations of repeated words. The same type of word and picture lists were used

with different children from the same age groups. Once again a spacing effect was

found in all four age groups. Rea and Modigliani concluded that contrary to

Toppino and DiGeorge the finding of spacing effects in children provided evidence

for theories involving involuntary mechanisms.

Toppino (1991) re-examined the earlier Toppino and DiGeorge (1984)

studies but did not find a specific source of the discrepant findings. In an attempt to

determine the source of the discrepant findings, Toppino tested two possibilities.

One, the Toppino and DiGeorge findings may have been due to sampling error or

two, the 4-year-old subjects used by Rea and Modigliani (1987) may have been

more cognitively advanced than Toppino and DiGeorge' s subjects.

Toppino tested the first possibility by performing basically the same

experiment as Toppino and DiGeorge with some modifications were made to the

procedure. The stimuli were presented electronically as slides recorded on

videotape and presented on television and second graders were used as subjects

instead of first graders.

This time Toppino found significant spacing effects in both the preschoolers

and the second graders. This finding did not rule out the second possibility that the

current group of 4-year-olds were cognitively more advanced than the original

group. To test this possibility, Toppino tested groups of 3- and 4-year-olds. He

found spacing effects in the 3-year-olds as well as the 4-year-olds. The 4-year-olds'

recall was significantly better than the 3-year-olds' but both groups showed

repetition and spacing effects. These results convinced Toppino that the results

were not caused by "advanced" development.
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Voluntary Attention

Voluntary attention (referred to from here on as attention) assumes the

subject has control over the attentional factors that influence the spacing effect.

Involuntary attentional forces were discussed earlier as habituation. Attention

differs from rehearsal in that rehearsal can continue in the absence of the stimuli but

attentional forces are at work only while the stimuli are present.

Peterson, Wampler, Kirkpatrick, and Saltzman (1963) were one of the first

to propose that the voluntary attenuation of attention be investigated as a cause of

the spacing effect. They used a continuous paired-associate learning task and found

that longer spacing produced better recall. They do not propose a specific theory of

the spacing effect but they suggest that attention may be involved and commented

"To what extent such an explanation can be investigated experimentally remains to

be seen." (p. 209).

Shaughnessy, Zimmerman, and Underwood (1972) provided evidence

supporting the attention hypothesis. Subjects were allowed to control the amount of

time they viewed each word. This data showed that subjects spent less time

viewing the massed repetition than they spent viewing the spaced repetition.

Shaughnessy, et al. bring up an important point that viewing and processing may

not be equivalent. It is possible that subjects continue processing the item even

after they have moved on to the next item in which case this is now rehearsal

instead of attention. It is also possible that subjects stop processing before they

actually switch to the next item but in an attempt to appear diligent to the

experimenter they slow down the rate that they view the stimuli. Zimmerman

(1975) replicated Shaughnessy et al.'s results in a similar subject-paced task.

Johnston and Uhl (1976, Exp. 1) provided evidence supporting effort theory.
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They defined effort theory as a combination of voluntary and involuntary

(habituation) attention theories. They hypothesized that the amount of processing

effort expended on massed repetitions would be less than the amount of effort used

on distributed repetitions. To test this they used a dual-task. They reasoned if

more effort was used to process the repetitions then less processing resources would

be available to allocate to a simultaneous task. They predicted that reaction times

for spaced repetitions would be higher than reaction times for massed repetitions.

Words were presented auditorily in one ear while a weak tone was occasionally

presented in the other ear. Subjects were told their primary task was to learn the

study words and to devote any left over effort to listening for the tone. They were

told to press a button when they heard the tone. Their reaction times were recorded

and after the list was presented they were given a free recall task.

Spaced presentations provided significantly better recall than massed

presentations, 51% versus 30% respectively. As expected there was no difference

in the reaction times of either once presented words or the first presentation of

massed or spaced words. The reaction times between the massed and spaced

repetitions were significantly different with spaced repetition reaction times larger

and increasing slightly across repetitions. The reaction times for massed repetitions

decreased as the number of repetitions increased. This provided strong evidence

that distributed repetitions used more processing effort than massed repetitions did.

On the other hand, Maskarinec and Thompson (1976, Exp. 2) presented

reaction time data that did not support the attention hypothesis. Subjects were

presented sentences which required a yes/no decision. For instance, "teacher

rhymes with preacher" or "teacher means instructor". The attention hypothesis

predicted that reaction time would be longer for spaced sentences however there
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was no statistically significant difference between the massed and spaced conditions.

Elmes, Greener, and Wilkinson (1972) presented data which could be

viewed as support for the attention hypothesis. They report that recall of "critical"

items presented after massed repetitions was better than after distributed repetitions.

This was interpreted as showing that massed repetitions allowed a "rest" which then

provided more attention for the next item. However, Hintzman and Stem (1977)

were unable to replicate these findings.

Hintzman, Summers, Eki, and Moore (1975) tested predictions of the

attention theory by trying to control the amount of attention allotted to the second

presentation. In the first experiment, a tone was used to signal subjects that

particular pictures were important to remember for a later test. They were told they

would be paid for pictures they could remember and that pictures indicated by the

tone would be worth four times more ($0.04 instead of $0.01). Subjects were given

a frequency judgment test. A spacing effect was found but there was no spacing by

incentive interaction. Apparently there was no effect of incentive on the amount of

attention devoted by the subject. Hintzman et al. comment that this may not be a

powerful enough influence so two more experiments were designed to exert more

control over the subjects' processing strategy. However neither of these

experiments showed an interaction between spacing and attention manipulations.

The dependent measure in these studies was frequency judgments which are

processed automatically (Hasher and Zacks, 1979) so this measure may be

unaffected by incentives.

Shaughnessy (1976) attempted to eliminate the spacing effect by forcing

subjects to pay more attention to the massed repetitions. In an incidental learning

paradigm, subjects had to rate words on either an imagery or frequency scale. The
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first time the word was presented it was rated on one scale then on the repetition it

was rated on the other scale. Shaughnessy hypothesized that the rating activity

would force subjects to attend to repetitions in the massed condition and the spacing

effect would be eliminated. The spacing effect still occurred and its magnitude

when compared to massed items using the same rating task for both occurrences

was not attenuated. These findings did not support the attention hypothesis. Jensen

and Freund (1981) used similar manipulations in an attempt to show that

Shaughnessy 's task did not control attention enough. However their findings were

similar to Shaughnessy' s; they too were unable to attenuate or eliminate the spacing

effect.

Zechmeister and Shaughnessy (1980) in an attempt to answer Hintzman's

(1974) criticism of the attention hypothesis "such an account of the spacing effect

should say why the subject chooses not to attend to P2" proposed that subjects did

not attend to the massed presentations of a list because they mistakenly believed

they processed that item well enough to remember it. In other words, subjects are

overconfident because it was easier for them to access information about the massed

item at the time of its repetition. Zechmeister and Shaughnessy hypothesized that

this overconfidence may explain why motivational inducements fail to eliminate the

spacing effect (e.g. Hintzman, Summers, Eki, and Moore, 1975; Shaughnessy,

1976).

Zechmeister and Shaughnessy asked subjects to rate how well they knew an

item right after they studied it. Subjects were presented with study words and asked

to predict how likely it would be for them to remember the word on a later test.

Ratings were only requested on half the words and were made after the second

occurrence for repeated words. Zechmeister and Shaughnessy predicted that
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subjects would rate repeated items higher than once-presented items and more

importantly that massed presentations would elicit higher ratings than spaced

presentations.

Subjects were presented words at a 6-second rate. There was also a 6-

second response time allowed for items which were rated. Ratings were on a 7-

point scale of how certain they were that they would recall that item. Subjects were

told they would be tested on all the items whether or not they were rated. They

were also informed that some items would be repeated within the list.

Subjects rated twice-presented items, both massed and distributed

presentations, as more likely to be remembered than once presented items.

Interestingly, in all four blocks of trials subjects rated the massed items higher but

actually recalled the distributed items better. When the rating data is analyzed by

block, it is significant within each of the four blocks but when it is collapsed it is

not significant. However the recall data is significant whether analyzed by block or

collapsed. A typical spacing effect was found although subjects predicted they

would recall massed items better. Rated words, which actually had a potential of a

12 second study time, were remembered better than nonrated words but there was

no interaction between rating and the spacing effect. In other words, the

requirement to rate items did not interfere with the spacing effect.

Zechmeister and Shaughnessy concluded that subjects did not attempt to

further process items they thought they already knew. However they also

acknowledged the possibility that these findings supported the view that the

distributed schedule alerted subjects to the need for more study of distributed items

therefore this study could also be used as indirect evidence to support rehearsal and

accessibility theories.
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Ausubel (1966) pondered the role of attention and effort in a similar vein as

Zechmeister and Shaughnessy. He proposed that delayed (spaced) review alerted

the subject to deficiencies thus promoting more attention when the information was

repeated. This idea can be extended to a finding referred to as the test-spacing

effect. Spaced tests have been shown to produce the same type of results as spaced

repetitions. Tests have been shown to improve memory (e.g. Whitten and Bjork,

1977). Izawa (1971) refers to this effect as "the potentiating effect of test trials."

Landauer and Bjork (1978) tested an expanding test schedule and found it more

effective than both massed test schedules and equally spaced schedules.

Rea and Modigliani (1985) applied this principle to a third grade classroom

situation using multiplication and spelling. Both the massed and the expanded test

schedule produced 100% recall during the learning phase but on a recall test given

1 minute later a significant spacing effect was found. In the multiplication condition

performance on the expanded schedule was almost twice as high as on the massed

schedule. In the spelling condition performance was significantly higher for the

expanded condition (10% higher) despite the fact that performance was near ceiling

levels.

Accessibility

Accessibility theories are another type of deficient processing theory. The

accessibility of previous encodings is thought to influence the processing of

repetitions. This theory is similar to retrieval theory but differs because the

retrieval process itself is not hypothesized to increase the strength of the item.

Rather the ability or inability to retrieve the item influences subsequent processing

of repetitions. The retrieval operation itself is not of interest here. What is or is
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not retrieved is the critical issue. The accessibility to previous items influences the

amount of effort or processing that is required for the repetition. This implies that

an item which is difficult to access will increase the probability that a repetition is

encoded more fully. Accessibility theories are also similar to rehearsal theories

although they emphasize the quality of processing effort instead of the quantity of

rehearsal.

Ciccone and Brelsford (1976) allowed subjects to self-space repetitions.

These spacings were then tested with other subjects along with a randomized control

condition. As expected self-selected spacings performed best and the pattern of lag

selections was analyzed. Most lag selections (82%) fell between lag 2 and lag 5.

This suggested that the accessibility of an item was "an important determinant of

repetition effectiveness" (p. 454). The accessibility of an item alerted subjects to the

need for reinforcement. This suggested that accessibility feedback also influenced

the amount of processing a repetition received.

Jacoby (1978) compared the effect of repetitions to the situation of

remembering a solution versus computing a solution. Remembering a solution

required less processing resources than computing a solution. Constructing a

solution is thought to increase retention because that event is now more distinctive

(Jacoby and Craik, 1978; Lockhart, Craik, and Jacoby, 1976) or the event is

processed to a deeper level (Craik and Lockhart, 1972). Jacoby presented a

construction hypothesis which assumed that the first presentation of an item

required construction of that event's memory representation. If the item was

repeated while the previous construction was still easily accessed than there was no

need to reconstruct the representation. However, if the repetition was delayed and

there was a chance for the representation to fade then it might be necessary to
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repeat the construction process. Following this logic, a spaced repetition would be

like constructing a solution whereas a massed repetition would be like remembering

a solution.

Jacoby tested his hypothesis by giving subjects a list of cue words paired

with a related word that had letters missing (e.g. foot, s**e). Subjects either had

the correct answer previously presented to them or had to construct the word on

their own. These pairs were presented either once, twice with no intervening items

(massed), or twice with 20 intervening items. In the twice-presented conditions, the

first presentation was always a "read" condition where the answer was presented.

The second presentation was either a read or construction condition. Retention was

better when the answer was constructed rather than when it was remembered. Both

conditions showed an advantage for the spaced presentations but the construction

condition displayed a significantly larger effect. In both cases the poorer perform-

ance on massed items was assumed to be caused by remembering rather than

constructing previous encodings. Jacoby concluded that increasing the amount of

effort necessary to solve a problem leads to later performance enhancement. This

conceptualization may be appealing but the explanation is vague. Jacoby

commented, "retention suffers when the solution is remembered rather than being

constructed. The reason for this retention advantage of construction is not clear..."

(p. 666).

Glenberg and Smith (1981) argued that Jacoby 's theory provided evidence

that problem solving produced more memorable items but did not provide support

that spacing effects were caused by an increased constructive encoding at P2. They

cited Shaughnessy (1976, Exp. 3) and Maskarinec and Thompson (1976, Exp. 2)

who both used different orienting tasks in incidental learning paradigms to test the
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encoding variability hypothesis. In both experiments subjects used either the same

or different orienting tasks repetitions of an item. Glenberg and Smith (1981)

likened the different orienting task condition to constructing a solution. No

interaction was found in either experiment between spacing and orienting task.

Bird, Nicholson, and Ringer (1978) did a similar experiment with an intentional

learning paradigm and also found no interaction.

Glenberg and Smith conducted two experiments to test the construction

hypothesis. They found the construction hypothesis could predict the results of the

recognition test but failed to predict the results of the recall task. Jacoby used a

cued-recall test while the studies cited as evidence against the construction

hypothesis all used free recall (Shaughnessy, 1976; Maskarinec and Thompson,

1976; Bird et al., 1978). Glenberg and Smith explained these findings in terms of

Glenberg 's (1979) component-levels theory which will be discussed later. They

concluded that the difference between the recognition and recall results indicated

that: "the conditions of study and the conditions of testing interact to determine the

spacing effect" (p. 118).

Rose (1980) presented evidence for a levels-of-processing approach (Rose

and Rowe, 1976) which predicted that contextual encodings affected the depth-of-

processing allotted to a repetition. This theory predicted that as the spacings

between repetitions increased the encodings of the repetitions remained similar to

the original trace. This is opposite of encoding variability theories which assumes

that encodings become more different with spacing. Rose tested this theory using a

constant encoding strategy and found larger spacing effects than in a different

encoding condition. This approach like Jacoby (1978) emphasizes the relationship

between accessibility of the previous encoding and the processing of repetitions.
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Magliero (1983) measured pupil dilations in an attempt to provide support

for processing effort theories. Pupil dilation has been shown to increase with

memory load (Kahneman and Beatty, 1966). His findings were consistent with this

view. He found that magnitude of pupil dilation was greater in the spaced condition

thus suggesting increased effort.

Cuddy and Jacoby (1982) presented experiments similar to Jacoby's (1978)

but other variables in addition to spacing were manipulated in an attempt to

influence the accessibility of a previously presented item. They contend that the

accessibility of the previous encoding influenced the probability of fully encoding its

repetition. If the previous encoding was easily accessible then a simple retrieval

may be used to bypass the encoding process. If the previous encoding is not

accessible then the repetition is more fully processed. They hypothesized that

forgetting helped memory because forgetting would make an item less accessible

and thus a subsequent repetition would be more fully encoded.

Dellarosa and Bourne (1985) used the Cuddy and Jacoby argument which

suggested that anything which decreased the probability that an item was recognized

as a repetition would increase the memorability of the item by forcing a full

encoding of the repetition. They manipulated the surface structure of sentences,

which they assumed decayed more rapidly than sentence meaning, in an attempt to

induce full processing of the massed repetitions. Sentences have been shown to

display spacing effects (Rothkopf and Coke, 1963; Underwood, 1970). Their

materials consist of original sentences and "gist" sentences. The gist sentences

were created by rearranging words or clauses in the original sentences and using

synonyms. After all sentences were presented, subjects were asked to free recall.

They were instructed to write fragments if they could not remember the whole
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sentence. Sentences were scored correct if the general idea was reproduced and the

ideas from each clause were represented. They found that when sentences were

repeated verbatim the typical spacing effect was found; however, when the

repetitions were the gist sentences massed repetitions were recalled nearly as well as

spaced repetitions.

Their second experiment used only verbatim sentences but varied whether

they were read by the same or different speaker. The same-speaker condition

produced the typical spacing effect but the different-speaker condition produced no

spacing effects. Glanzer and Duarte (1971) presented similar data from a study

where bilinguals were presented repetitions in different languages. The spacing

effect was attenuated in the different-language-repetition condition.





ENCODING VARIABILITY

There are several encoding variability hypotheses. Differential encoding

theory assumes that spaced presentations lead to different kinds of encodings on the

second presentation. Two different kinds of encodings provide a better chance that

at least one will be retrieved (Bjork and Allen, 1970). Hintzman (1974) commented

that there were two categories of encoding variability theories: semantic and

nonsemantic. Semantic theories assume the variable encoding occurs along

semantic dimensions such as meaning. Nonsemantic theories assume the variable

encoding occurs along organizational and contextual dimensions. Melton (1970)

proposed that the presentation context changed more in spaced presentations than

massed ones therefore their contexts were less correlated and the total number of

different cues to aid retrieval increased. There are also theories which propose that

variable encoding can occur along all these dimensions (e.g. Glenberg, 1979).

Early studies of semantic encoding variability focused on coupling words

with different cues to produce different meanings and thus different encodings.

Madigan (1969) presented targets either paired with the same word or a different

word on the two presentations. For example, CHILL was either paired twice with

the word FEVER (same-cue condition) or CHILL was paired once with FEVER

and once with SNOW (different-cue condition). Madigan reported a lag effect for

the same-cue condition but a flatter curve for the different-cue condition when a

noncued recall task was used. While a significant effect of lag is reported in both

curves the lag 0 (massed) condition in the different-cue condition is actually slightly

better than the lag 4 (the first nonzero lag measured) condition. This data has been

interpreted as evidence for the varied encodings hypothesis because forcing variable

encoding in the massed condition eliminated the spacing effect. Interestingly
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superior only in the lag 0 condition. If different encodings cause the spacing

advantage, recall in the different-cue condition should always be better than the

same-cue condition.

D'Agostino and DeRemer (1973) did a similar experiment using object

phrases embedded in either the same or different sentences (e.g., The lion devoured

the raw meat and The chef cooked the raw meat). The same-cue condition showed

the typical spacing effect but the effect was eliminated in the different-cue

condition. It should be noted that in the different-cue condition the spacing effect is

eliminated because the mean present correctly recalled at lag 0 rose to the same

level as recall for spaced items. There was also no difference between the levels of

recall for spaced items in the same-cue and different-cue conditions.

Johnston, Coots, and Flickinger (1972) tested homographs paired with

different adjectives, for example, sports-FAN and electric-FAN. The results were

similar to Madigan's and D'Agostino and DeRemer' s in that they failed to find a

statistically significant lag effect. However Johnston et al. interpret their findings

as evidence against differential semantic encoding. They found that the probability

of recalling at least one of two once presented words was less than the probability

of recalling a twice presented word at least once. This violates the assumption of

differential encoding that more encodings are better since two different items would

be encoded more differently than a single item presented twice.

Ross and Landauer (1978) investigated the same issue. They suggested that

if variable encodings led to the improved probability of recall with repetitions then

it should also improve the probability of recall of at least one of two different once

presented items. Their data did not support this assumption. They presented
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presented words. Subjects were then presented with 150 pairs of words. They had

to decide if both words, only the word on the right, or only the word on the left had

been presented in the study list. In Experiment 2, subjects were asked to free recall

the words. In neither recall nor recognition did Ross and Landauer fmd an effect of

spacing for two items presented once. This observation has been used as one of the

strongest pieces of evidence against differential encoding theories.

Gartman and Johnson (1972) used homographs preceded by items which

primed the meaning of the word. In repetitions the preceding words either primed

the same meaning or suggested a different meaning thus inducing differential

encoding. For instance, the same meaning condition might present leg, neck, foot,

then arm, hand, foot, while the different meaning condition might present leg, neck,

foot, then inch, meter, foot. When meaning was controlled this way the advantage

of spacing repetitions was eliminated, however no lag 0 condition was tested.

Studies often show a spacing effect between lag 0 and lag 1 without any lag effect.

Here the lag 1 comparison with lag 12-20 indicates that there is no lag effect but a

spacing effect conclusion can not be drawn from this data.

Bellezza, Winkler and Andrasik (1975) used Martin's (1968) encoding

variability hypothesis as a way of testing differential encoding theory. Martin

proposed that variability of encoding of an item was dependent upon the

meaningfulness of the item; low-meaningfulness items are less integrated so they

have more possible encodings. Martin used high- and low-meaningfulness conso-

nant trigrams to demonstrate his theory. Bellezza, et al. manipulated the trigrams'

meaningfulness to investigate the spacing effect. It was predicted that the low-

meaningfulness performance would benefit more from increased spacing than the
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high-meaningfulness performance. Lists of either CCC trigrams (low-meaning-

fulness) or CVC trigrams (high-meaningfulness) were presented. Each list

contained various spacings but only one level of meaningfulness. A continuous

paired-associate task was used. Results of this experiment did not support the

predictions. There was no interaction of stimulus meaningfulness and spacing. The

performance curves for the CCC trigrams and the CVC trigrams were roughly

parallel. The differential encoding theory predicted that increased spacing would

have improved performance in the CCC condition faster than in the CVC condition

(Tzeng, 1973).

The differential encoding theory also predicted that items not recognized at

P2 as repetitions would be recalled better because they were encoded two different

ways. Bellezza et al. tested this by having subjects indicate if they recognized the

item as a repetition. Once again the findings do not support the differential

encoding prediction that two encodings lead to better performance. It was found

that performance was better for items recognized as repetitions. Recognition data

was almost perfect at zero spacings and declined as the spacing interval increased.

A correlation indicated that the better an item was recognized the more likely it was

to be recalled.

Johnston and Uhl (1976, Exp. 2) followed the same logic that items not

recognized must be variably encoded and therefore more likely to be remembered

on a later test. They also measured reaction time to the recognition decision.

Differential encoding theory suggests that variably encoded, repeated words would

have slower recognition times but would be more likely to be remembered. Their

findings did not support either of these assumptions. They found that correctly

recognized items were more likely to be recalled than items not recognized before
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repetition. Spacing was more beneficial for items initially recognized than for items

whose first presentation was forgotten. Latencies were shorter for initially

recognized items that were later correctly recalled than for initially forgotten items

that were later correctly recalled. Bray and Robbins (1976) reported similar

findings in frequency judgment data. The spacing effect was only found in items

whose frequency was judged correctly. These results are all contradictory to

differential encoding predictions.

The studies above concentrate on the variable encoding of semantic features.

It is apparent that semantic encodings alone can not explain the spacing effect.

Anderson and Bower (1972) proposed a theory where items encoded in memory

were associated with contextual cues. They proposed that items were "recognized

by retrieval of certain kinds of context information originally stored along with the

item in question" (p. 101). Nonsemantic theories of the spacing effect are based on

this idea. Spaced repetitions are thought to provide more varied contextual infor-

mation to a memory trace than massed repetitions (Melton, 1970). Different

encodings are assumed to provide a greater number of possible retrieval routes and

thus a greater chance of the item being recalled.

Maskarinec and Thompson (1976) tested the context hypothesis by

manipulating the words surrounding the repeated target items. They defined

contextual effects as inter-item associations. (Not all researchers define context this

narrowly.) There was a lag 0 condition and two spaced conditions. One spaced

condition used the same words to surround the target on each repetition while the

other spaced condition used different words to surround the target on each

repetition. A significant spacing effect was found between the lag 0 condition and

both spaced conditions but no significant difference was found between the different
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spaced groups. They concluded that these data showed surrounding items played a

minimal role in the spacing effect.

In Experiment 2, Maskarinec and Thompson demonstrated a spacing effect

using an incidental learning procedure. Three orienting tasks were used which

required the subject to make either a physical, semantic, or syntactic decision about

the target word. Repeated sentences were presented three times. In the variable

encoding condition all three of the orienting tasks were used for the target word

while in the same encoding condition only one orienting task was used all three

times. These different orienting tasks were assumed to produce differential

encoding. The cover story implied that the decision was the only task so subjects

were unaware they would be asked to recall the target words. A significant spacing

effect was found as well a significant effect of orienting task condition. Recall was

better in the varied orienting condition however there was no interaction between

spacing and orienting task. They assumed that incidental learning eliminated inter-

item associations and concluded:

"The demonstration of the spacing effect under conditions in which
associations between adjacent items are essentially eliminated

suggests that something other than context (as defined here) must be
producing the effect." (p. 746).

Bird, Nicholson, and Ringer (1978) used orienting tasks to test the encoding

variability theory. Subjects were aware of an impending recall task. A significant

spacing effect was found but the orienting task had no significant effect on spacing.

This is consistent with the Maskarinec and Thompson findings and presents further

argument that contextual encoding variability alone can not explain the spacing

effect.

Young and Bellezza (1982) questioned the basic assumption of encoding
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several experiments where the encoding constancy condition produced better recall

than the encoding variability condition. They commented that "the experimental

results presented here show this assumption to be wrong." (p. 554). They presented

formal specifications of their own model which suggested that the organization of

newly encoded information about an item into an existing structure was better than

creating a new structure. This follows ideas similar to other researchers who claim

that recall is increased only if the variable encoding adds additional information to

the trace of the first occurrence of the item rather than creating a new one

(Glenberg, 1979; Bellezza, Winkler, and Andrasik, 1975). Study-phase retrieval

(Thios and D'Agostino, 1976; Greene, 1989) also emphasizes the importance of

strengthening or adding to the representation of the first presentation as does

accessibility theories (Cuddy and Jacoby, 1982; Dellarosa and Bourne, 1985).

Young and Bellezza' s model is discussed further in the retrieval section of this

paper.

Glenberg (1979) presents a "component-levels" theory based on semantic,

contextual, and organizational components which can be encoded. A multi-

component memory trace is created to represent the stimulus. The components are

classified as one of three types: contextual, structural, and descriptive. Glenberg

proposes a theory where spacing effects can be explained by variable encoding of

any or all three types of components. He also proposes that the effects of spacing

are influenced by both encoding and storage principles as well as retrieval

conditions. A repetition is considered potentially effective if it allows for the

encoding and storage of information that is different than the information stored on

the first presentation. The realization of this potential is controlled by the retrieval
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conditions present at the time of test.

Contextual components are automatically encoded and represent the context

that the item is presented in. Structural components encode the relationship

between items. This relationship can either be imposed by the presentation or

restructured by the subject. Structural components are not automatically encoded

and are determined by the local context. Descriptive components copy their

information from semantic memory and represent the actual item. Therefore in a

list learning task each word might be encoded as the contextual components

representing the time, place, or mood the list is learned, the structural components

could include information such as what items appeared before and after it, and the

descriptive components represent the actual word to be learned. A component that

is included in many traces is said to be general. For instance, all items presented in

the same list may share several contextual components in which case these

components are general. The same structural components are only shared by items

which are associated in some way so these components would be less general. And

finally, descriptive components can be specific to a particular trace. The task can

affect the generality of components within a trace.

Differential encoding of a repeated item depends on the different

components encoded by repetitions of that item. Contextual components are

encoded automatically therefore a difference in time or cognitive state could provide

a differential encoding. This implies that spaced repetitions have a better chance of

differentially encoding contextual components because the context has a greater

chance of changing than in the massed condition. Structural components are not

automatically encoded so new encodings depend on the subject's processing

strategies. Context can also affect this component. For instance, the repetition may
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be surrounded by different words which in turn would cause different structural

relationships and new encodings. This implies that spaced repetitions have a better

chance of a different encoding of structural components because the words

surrounding the repetition would be different than the words surrounding a massed

repetition. Descriptive components are copied from semantic memory; however the

descriptive component can be influenced by the contextual and structural

components. For example, the meaning of the word can be influenced by the words

presented before it. The word feet might be encoded differently if in one case it

was preceded by hands but in another case preceded by inches. The descriptive

component is usually the least general component in the trace. Once again spaced

repetitions would produce the greater probability of a differentially encoded

descriptive component because as the context and processing change there is a

greater chance that the descriptive components may also change.

Once the item is encoded it must be successfully retrieved. Retrieval

involves the activation of encoded memory traces which include identical

components as the retrieval cue. The activation strength for a particular memory

trace depends on both the number of components activated and the strength of those

activations. The more general the component the less activation it receives.

Glenberg presents three experiments to test his theory. Experiment 1

investigates the interactions of descriptive and contextual components. Subjects

were given a list of paired-associates which were normatively related (e.g. spoon-

knife). When the pairs were repeated, half were repeated identically (constant

condition) while the other half had a different left-hand member (varied condition).

After the list was presented, half the subjects were asked to free recall while the

other half were given a cued recall test with the left-hand members given as cues
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for the right-hand members. Component-levels theory predicts different

interactions on cued and free recall tests. Free recall uses contextual components as

cues while cued-recall provides descriptive components for cues. The results were

as predicted with a significant interaction between type of recall, varied/constant

condition, and distribution of repetitions. In cued-recall, which is controlled by

access to descriptive components, distribution had no effect on the varied condition

but produced a spacing effect in the constant condition. In free recall, which is

controlled by contextual components, the constant/varied condition had no effect

and a spacing effect was found for both conditions.

Experiment 2 used a between list design to investigate the interaction of

contextual and structural components while Experiment 3 tested predictions

concerning differential storage and retrieval of contextual components. Results

from these experiments supported the component-levels theory, however Glenberg

notes a deficiency in his theory. Component-levels assumes that encoding

variability is produced by adding new information to a previous representation.

Separate traces are not created for each representation of an item. This leaves the

problem of how the second presentation accesses the first presentation's trace

unspecified. He speculates that automatic retrieval may occur in a within list

situation but does not propose this in between list situations. Therefore he

concludes that both single- and multiple-trace representations may be necessary.
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RETRIEVAL

Most retrieval explanations of the spacing effect are modifications of

existing theories with an added retrieval operation. This retrieval operation

strengthens or adds information to the memory trace. Bjork (1975) discusses

retrieval as a "memory modifier" and this is how retrieval theories differ from

accessibility theories. Accessibility theories may include a retrieval operation but

that operation is not hypothesized to strengthen the memory trace.

Thios and D'Agostino (1976) discuss the role of study-phase retrieval in the

effects of spacing. Study-phase retrieval occurs when the second presentation

allows the retrieval of previous information. This process strengthens or enriches

the old information and is assumed to occur automatically although voluntary

processes can influence the process (Hintzman, 1976). Study-phase retrieval is

thought to be important to the spacing effect for two reasons. First, as the spacing

interval increases retrieval becomes more difficult. This allows practice at the type

of retrieval processes needed later at the time of test. Second, the increasing

difficulty of retrieval as spacing increases might alert subjects for the need of more

processing of a repetition.

Thios and D'Agostino demonstrated the effect of study-phase retrieval by

controlling the retrieval of information related to the repeated item. They found

that recall increased with spacing when retrieval occurred, but remained flat in the

no-retrieval condition. Subjects were presented with sentences containing object

phrases. The retrieval condition was manipulated within subject. When the object

phrase was repeated in the retrieval condition subjects had to retrieve the original

sentence and transform it to the passive voice. In the no-retrieval condition,
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subjects were presented with the original sentence which they then transformed into

the passive voice. Subjects were informed they would be later asked to recall the

object phrases. Recall was higher in the retrieval condition and the magnitude of

the effect got larger in the longer lag conditions.

Young and Bellezza (1982) presented an organizational theory which

depends on the retrieval of previous representations. They proposed that "it is

better to integrate new information into an existing organizational structure than

create a new one" (p. 555). Their model has the following basic assumptions.

First, the first presentation of an item creates a representation within that

experimental context. When the second presentation occurs this representation

created by the first presentation may be retrieved and information may be added to

it or a second representation may be created. Second, differential encoding can be

advantageous if it elaborates the first representation. And finally, a single memory

representation produces better recall than two separate representations. In this

theory the retrieval operation enhances recall by providing the first presentation for

elaboration. If retrieval is unsuccessful, a second trace is created. Two traces are

considered less effective than a single elaborated trace.

Modilgiani and Hedges (1987) discussed the role of retrieval in the rehearsal

process in their investigation of primacy effects. They turn to the spacing effect

literature and incorporate Modigliani's (1976) earlier work in search of an explana-

tion. Modigliani and Hedges commented "if a rehearsal occurs after a delay filled

with distracting activity, then the rehearsal should strengthen memory of the

rehearsed item" (p. 427). Modigliani and Hedges findings could be used to explain

those of Bjork and Allen (1970) which showed that the more difficult intervening

task led to better performance (see also Tzeng, 1973).
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Modigliani and Hedges distinguish between two types of rehearsal:

immediate and consecutive (IC) rehearsal and distributed rehearsal. The difference

between the two is that distributed rehearsal includes a retrieval operation, but IC

rehearsal does not. They propose that once the item is no longer in the active

rehearsal set it must be retrieved and this retrieval operation strengthens the

memory trace. They believe that the effectiveness of rehearsal in free recall

depends on the likelihood that the items receives distributed rehearsals. Rundus

(1971) observed distributed rehearsals but did not comment that they served a

particular function.

To test their predictions, Modigliani and Hedges performed two

experiments. In both experiments subjects were either in a rehearsal condition or a

distractor condition. Those in the rehearsal condition were told to use the time

between words to rehearse aloud any words they had heard to that point. The

subjects in the distractor group were told to say each word presented aloud once and

then to subtract by threes from the number presented after that word. In the first

experiment, free recall of the list occurred immediately after the last word was

presented and rehearsed. In the second experiment, free recall occurred after a 30

second interval where another counting-backward-by-threes task was performed.

Subjects were recorded so their rehearsal patterns could be inspected.

Modigliani and Hedges were investigating primacy effects which is not

pertinent, however they found that words which received distributed rehearsals

were recalled significantly better. Although, Modigliani and Hedges are not

proposing a theory to explain spacing effects their hypothesis that a retrieval

operation strengthens the probability of recall of an item is of interest to the

question of spacing. As they comment:
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"There is strong evidence, gathered in a variety of settings and across

a variety of materials and procedures, that demonstrates an

impressive effectiveness of distributed repetitions, regardless of

whether these are in the form of repeated presentations, subject-

initiated rehearsals, or experimenter-initiated (successful) tests. We
believe that what is common to all of them is the fact that in all cases

the representation, rehearsal, or test entails a retrieval operation."

(p.435)

Greene (1989) presents a two-process account to explain the spacing effect.

He argues that both deficient processing and contextual variability theories are

necessary. He claims that deficient processing explains spacing effects in cued-

memory tasks (e.g. recognition, frequency judgments) but not in free recall. He

proposes a study-phase retrieval subtheory to handle free recall data. Greene views

deficient-processing as a voluntary decision the subject makes when studying the

list. Whereas study-phase retrieval "can occur in the absence of a deliberate

intention to retrieve the earlier event" (p. 371).

Greene argues that when repetitions produce study-phase retrieval the

contextual change between repetitions is automatically encoded. Several studies

suggest that some type of temporal information is recorded for repetitions that is not

recorded for individual items. Subjects are much more accurate in their judgments

of lag between repeated items than between individual items (Hintzman and Block,

1973; Hintzman, Summers and Block, 1975). This information may then be used

as retrieval cues. Since more contextual elements are stored with longer lags,

retrieval would be facilitated by spacing repetitions.

Greene presents five experiments intended to show a dissociation between

spacing effects in free recall and in cued-memory tasks. He posits that free recall is

sensitive to inter-item and contextual associations whereas cued-memory tasks are

less dependent on these factors. Therefore the study-phase retrieval has more of an
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effect on free recall because it influences factors that recall depends upon. He

claims that spacing effects on cued-memory tasks are due to intentional rehearsal so

there should be no spacing effects found on incidentally learned lists. However

spacing effects will still be found on free recall of incidentally learned material

because study-phase retrieval is not dependent on intentionality of learning.

Greene mentions that Glenberg's (1979) theory inspired his study-phase

retrieval subtheory. Therefore, it might be useful to analyze Greene's theory using

Glenberg's terminology. Glenberg's component-levels model proposes that three

types of components are encoded in the memory trace which is created during

learning. There are contextual, structural, and descriptive components, as

discussed earlier. Glenberg states that the contextual components are encoded

automatically while structural and descriptive components are more susceptible to

subject control. Greene states that study-phase retrieval can occur without the

deliberate intention of the subject. Spacing effects in free recall can be explained

by the study-phase retrieval process. It should be noted that study-phase retrieval

occurs when a spaced repetition is recognized as a repetition regardless of what task

is used to collect the dependent measures. This means that study-phase retrieval

affects both recall and cued-memory tasks. What Greene differentiates here is that

components of the trace influence retrieval differently with different tasks.

Greene hypothesizes that study-phase retrieval adds or strengthens contextual

information and possibly structural information. Free recall would be more

dependent on this information because unlike cued-memory tasks the descriptive

component is not presented for comparison. Study-phase retrieval encodes or

strengthens the same information in items later used in cued-memory tasks but the

cued-memory task has the descriptive component to use as a retrieval cue, therefore
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it is not as dependent on the contextual information for later retrieval. Greene

manipulates the intentionality of learning in order to test the effects of more

thorough encoding. Incidental learning conditions would have weaker traces which

in turn would be harder to retrieve when a repetition is presented. If there are no

spacing effects in the incidental learning conditions, Greene assumes it is because

no study-phase retrieval occurred. This can explain Bellezza, Winkler &

Andrasik's (1975) finding that items not recognized as repetitions did not display

the spacing effect. Study-phase retrieval can also explain Ross and Landauer's

(1978) finding that spacing has no effect on the probability of recalling either one of

two once-presented words (see also Glenberg and Lehman, 1980; Johnston, Coots

and Flickinger, 1972) because study-phase retrieval only occurs with items that are

recognized as repetitions. Therefore items presented once or not recognized as

repetitions would not lead to spacing effects.

Greene's first three experiments used the same general method, only the

type of retention test was varied. Subjects were presented with 96 words, half were

nouns and half were adjectives. Each word was presented either 1, 2, 3, or 4 times

with equal numbers of repeated items separated by 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 intervening

items. Ten once-presented filler items were inserted at the beginning and end of the

list as primacy and recency buffers. There were a total of 260 items in the list.

Subjects were told half the words were nouns and half were adjectives and

were given the cover story that the words followed a complex pattern rule. Subjects

were told their job was to discover the rule, however the list was actually random

and there was no pattern. Half the subjects were told they would be tested on the

words they saw while the other half were not warned of a test.

In the first experiment subjects were asked to free recall the words. The
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incidental learning condition but the spacing effect was not influenced by

intentionality. Significant effects of spacing were found in both incidental and

intentional groups.

In the second experiment subjects were given a forced-choice recognition

test. The 96 items were each paired with a distractor from the same noun/adjective

class. There were significant effects of intentionality on the proportion of words

recognized. A spacing effect was found in the intentional group but not the

incidental group.

In the third experiment subjects were given an absolute frequency estimation

test. They were shown each item and asked how many times it had appeared in the

test list. There were significant effects of both frequency and spacing as well as a

frequency by spacing interaction. The effect of intentionality was not significant

but the interaction between intentionality and spacing was significant. There was a

spacing effect in the intentional group but not the incidental group.

In the fourth experiment the same general method and cover story was used

as in the three previous experiments however only frequencies of 1 or 2 were used.

The list included 120 words, half nouns and half adjectives, with the same spacings

as the previous experiments. A relative frequency discrimination test was given.

Subjects were shown pairs of list items, one had occurred once in the list while the

other had occurred twice. Subjects were told to choose the word which had

occurred more often. The intentional group showed better memory for frequency.

Spacing effects were found only in the intentional group.

In the fifth experiment the generality of not finding a spacing effect with

cued-memory tasks using incidentally learned material was tested by manipulating
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recognition test was given. The list contained sixty nouns each presented twice in

either a massed (lag 0) or spaced (lag 5-10) form. Half of the words were printed

in uppercase while the other half were printed in lowercase. Half the subjects were

told they would be tested only on the uppercase words and to disregard the others.

The rest of the subjects were told they would be tested only on the lowercase

words. After all the words were shown a yes-no recognition task was given. The

test items consisted of all 60 previously presented words mixed with 60 distractor

words and were presented auditorily. A spacing effect was found in the intentional

condition but not in the incidental condition.

These findings support Greene's predictions. The spacing effect with

incidentally learned material was not found on cued-memory tests but was found in

free recall tests. This two-process theory depends on the assumption that spacing

effects in free recall and in cued-memory tasks are caused by different processes.

Greene (1990) presents more evidence along these lines by using three implicit

memory tasks: homophone spelling, fragment completion, and perceptual

identification. To test for spacing effects in implicit memory Greene used

homophone spelling and fragment completion tasks. Both experiments showed

priming and spacing effects. Greene also predicted that the spacing effect would be

eliminated under incidental learning conditions since implicit tasks are cued-

memory tasks. He found this to be the case using a perceptual identification task.

The incidental learning condition had lower recognition and the spacing effect was

eliminated.

Challis (1993) presents a levels-of-processing explanation for Greene's

findings on incidentally learned materials. He suggests that Greene's (1989, 1990)
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findings of no spacing effect for incidentally learned material on cued memory tasks

is due to the graphemic processing nature of the cover task.

Challis used three study conditions: intentional, incidental-semantic, and

incidental-graphemic to demonstrate levels-of-processing effects. In the incidental-

semantic conditions, subjects were told to rate words on pleasantness or imagery

dimensions. In the incidental-graphemic conditions subjects counted letters within a

word that met specified graphemic requirements (e.g. letters with enclosed parts

like "b" or "g").

Significant spacing effects were found in both intentional and incidental-

semantic study conditions, but not in the incidental-graphemic conditions. While

Challis attributes Greene's findings to graphemic processing of the words it can be

argued that Greene's (1989) cover task was semantic. The cover task required the

subjects to judge whether a word was a noun or adjective. It can be argued that

even if the subject adopts a strategy of merely encoding the word as a noun or

adjective, this information would have to be obtained by an initial semantic

processing of the word.
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LONG RETENTION INTERVAL STUDIES

The studies discussed in previous sections have short retention intervals

ranging from seconds to minutes. The following studies report retention intervals

from 1 week to several years. There are few long retention interval studies but

the ones that exist show that the advantage of distributed practice can exist over

long periods of time. Some of these studies do not adhere to the spacing effect's de

facto definition of adjacent massed repetitions however all of the studies show there

is a retention advantage to spacing practice over time.

Landauer and Ainslie (1975) tested retention of college-style technical

course material by giving subjects the final exam again one year later. An interim

test was given either 6 weeks or 6 months after the initial exam. Subjects reported

little or no use of this information in their daily jobs so it was assumed that the

interim test was their main source of practice. Subjects were informed of the nature

of the experiment but were not told if or when they would receive an interim exam.

Subjects who were given the interim exam at 6 weeks performed at the same level 1

year later as those who were not given an interim exam. Interestingly the scores for

the 6 week exam were higher than the scores for the initial test while the scores on

the 6 month exam were equivalent to the initial scores. Overall the scores for the

final exam 1 year later were much lower than the initial exam. This study might be

viewed as evidence for the effects of spacing however most spacing studies try to

keep the P2 to test interval equivalent but this is not the case here. However this

study does suggest that practice spaced over longer intervals can help maintain

knowledge near its original level.

Landauer and Ross (1977) tested whether instructions to use a spaced
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practice technique would yield better performance than control instructions which

did not specify what study method to use. Landauer and Ross gave 708

introductory psychology students a sheet of paper with instructions and a telephone

number on it at the end of a lecture period. Half the subjects were instructed to

memorize the telephone number as they ordinarily would while the other half were

instructed to post the number some place where they would see it once or twice a

day for a week. Two weeks later, the recall data was collected. A brief ques-

tionnaire asking about instruction compliance and response confidence was also

given. The group that received the spaced practice instructions did significantly

better than the control group with 72.7% versus 61.0% correct recall respectively.

The control group's confidence ratings were slightly but not significantly higher

than the spaced practice group. Like Zechmeister and Shaughnessy (1980) would

later show, the control group overestimated their knowledge. Other variables of

interest such as self-reported study times and study techniques were also analyzed.

Landauer and Ross concede that subjects did not always comply with the

instructions and that some other effect of the instructions could have influenced the

improved recall in the spaced practice group. But even with these concerns it

appears that instructions to use spaced practice improved performance outside the

laboratory.

Glenberg and Lehman (1980) demonstrated that a spacing effect can be

found after a retention interval of 1 week. They manipulated both within list and

between list lag using an incidental learning procedure where subjects were asked to

generate a relationship between pairs of words and then rate how difficult if was to

come up with that relationship in two lists of words. Some pairs were repeated

within the list at either lag 0 or lag 7. Some pairs were repeated between lists
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whose presentation was separated by either a few minutes or 1 week. Four between

subject test conditions were constructed. Condition 0-0 referred to an immediate

presentation of both lists (0-day between-list spacing) and immediate test after the

second list (0-day retention interval). Condition 0-7 referred to 0-day between-list

spacing and 7 days later the test was given. Condition 7-0 referred to 7 days

between presentation of the first and second list which was then immediately

followed by a test. Condition 7-7 took place over three weeks. The list

presentations were separated by 7 days and the test was given 7 days after the

second list was presented. A free recall test was given.

The typical spacing effect was found in the 0-0 condition for words repeated

within the list. The conditions with 7 day retention intervals showed very low

retention for either spaced or massed repetitions. These within list repetitions

showed no spacing effect and their percentages were so low they may have been a

floor levels. However the between list words were used to analyze the spacing

effect over the 1 week interval. The 7-7 condition showed a significant advantage

of spacing over the 0-7 condition. In other words, items that were tested 1 week

later were better remembered if their between list repetitions were spaced over 1

week than if they were massed.

Bahrick and Hall (1991) present data on retention of high school

mathematics. Subjects were given tests based on high school level algebra or

geometry. The retention intervals measured were from less than a year to over 50

years. Two rehearsal variables were measured. One variable indicated the amount

and relevance of rehearsal and the other variable indicated the recency of the last

relevant rehearsal. Over 50 percent of all subjects reported no relevant rehearsal of

either high school math or geometry. If subjects who indicated low relevance re-
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hearsal are combined with the no rehearsal group the percentage rises to over 85

percent of the subjects claim little or no past rehearsal. Final course grades,

previous standardized test scores, and highest level of math studied were collected

where available which allowed analysis of groups with equivalent scores and

education level. A multiple regression analysis was run with these variables

predicting retention interval variables and Bahrick and Hall conclude:

"Clearly the most important predictors of the rate of performance

loss pertain to the conditions of original exposure or practice. When
rehearsals or exposures are extended over several years, performance

levels remain stable for half a century without benefit of further

practice" (p. 30)

There were no statistically significant interactions between standardized

aptitude and achievement scores with the rate of decline in retention so it can not be

concluded that a tendency to be more proficient in math accounts for these

differences in retention. However it can be argued that the total amount of practice

is confounded with the distribution of practice. Bahrick and Phelps (1987) present

data from a longitudinal study which shows a separate contribution of spacing over

the total amount of practice.

Bahrick (1979) trained subjects on 50 English-Spanish word pairs. The

word pairs were presented once then a test trial of only the English words was

presented. The next study presentation consisted of only those words that were not

correctly identified on the previous test trial. This method of study followed by test

was repeated with correct responses dropping that pair out of the study list until all

50 words had been correctly identified once. On following study sessions

(immediately after the preceding session, 1 day after the last session, or 30 days

after the last session) the same dropout procedure was used. Maintenance of this

knowledge was studied over a 9 month period. As could be expected learning was
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slower when study sessions were spaced at 30-day intervals however the long-term

retention was better in this condition. Bahrick and Phelps (1987) followed up on

this data by testing the original subjects eight years later. Once again the 30-day

interval showed the best retention even eight years later.
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SUMMARY

This review of the spacing effect literature presents many theories with both

confirming and disconfirming evidence. The logical next step would be to integrate

this information and decide what avenues of future investigation would further the

understanding of this phenomenon. Throughout the literature several pervasive

questions have been asked. These questions would be worthy of further

investigation. For instance, can a theory handle differences between recognition

and recall data? Is there really a difference in the spacing effect between recall and

recognition or can these differences be attributed to differences in the collection of

this data? Does the spacing effect occur because one trace is elaborated or because

two traces exist? Can this give a clue to the locus of effect? Is the spacing effect

due to deficient processing of massed conditions or more efficient processing of

spaced conditions?

With these questions in mind, what theories and procedures could be used to

investigate the spacing effect? The theories of consolidation and habituation deal

with neuronal changes and are not easily testable at that level. It could be assumed

that these functions are what "higher" cognitive processes use to construct the

memory traces. Consolidation would predict that a single trace is created and if

recognized as a repetition strengthened by the second presentation. Habituation also

predicts a single trace which is inhibited in a massed condition but permitted to be

strengthened in spaced conditions.

Rehearsal and attention play roles in the levels of recall and recognition. It

could be that lower levels of retention attenuate spacing effects because data

approaches floor effects. However, the spacing effect is found in incidental

learning conditions so rehearsal can not be the only process that causes the spacing
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effect although they probably do play a role. Investigations of other theories should

be attempted in incidental conditions to parse out the effects of these voluntary

processes.

Variable encoding theories can address differences in recall and recognition

if it is assumed that different information is necessary for each type of retention

test. However, if this is the case, it is not parsimonious to assume that different

processes and different memory trace information would produce the same pattern

of results. Several experiments designed to force variable encoding have caused the

spacing effect to disappear. This is often due to the massed condition performance

rising to the level of spaced conditions. This increase in massed condition

performance may suggest deficient processing of massed items. This hypothesis

would be worthy of further investigation. However the strong disconfirming

evidence suggests that encoding variability is not the process producing the spacing

effect.

Retrieval and accessibility theories are very close in their basic premise;

they both include a retrieval component. The processing of a repetition depends on

the ability to retrieve the original trace and to recognize the repetition as such. The

major difference is that retrieval theories assume that the act of retrieval performs a

modification of that trace. Both processes have been assumed to be automatic

although they can be increased by subject effort. Therefore these processes would

occur in incidentally learned materials.

Retrieval theories seem to offer a promising avenue for future investigation.

Experiments in this dissertation will further explore retrieval and its role in the

spacing effect.
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EXPERIMENTS

Experiments in this dissertation explore the role of retrieval in the spacing

effect. Here retrieval is hypothesized to be a process which modifies the memory

trace. A continuous recognition task is used to investigate retrieval, deficient

processing, locus of effect, and recall versus recognition differences. The

continuous recognition task provides a means of investigating the effects of

repetitions in a way that has not been done before. The following assumption was

made and tested: If retrieval is a component which produces the spacing effect,

then it should be possible to produce this effect with items that are not exact

repetitions as long as they induce retrieval of the paired item.

Greene (1989) proposed that study-phase retrieval was needed to explain

incidentally learned recall data but not incidental recognition data. His reasoning

was based on the assumption that different memory trace information is used by

recall and recognition tasks. Experiment 1 was patterned after Greene's studies

however it demonstrates that both recall and recognition produce the spacing effect

in incidental learning.

Deficient processing has been suggested as a process that contributes to the

spacing effect. The use of this continuous recognition task allows these components

to be investigated further. Experiment 2 begins the investigation of this hypothesis

while Experiments 3 and 4 provide more data. Previous studies suggested that the

spacing effect was attenuated in situations where exact repetitions were not used

(e.g. Dellarosa and Bourne (1985), D'Agostino and DeRemer (1973)). However in

those studies the differing condition was not used to force retrieval. Those studies

also demonstrated that the level of performance of the massed condition rose to the
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level of the spaced condition. This suggests that the spacing effect is at least partly

due to the deficient processing of the massed condition. This is another issue which

can be explored using a retrieval paradigm.

Experiment 2 also computes a baseline for performance if two independent

memory traces exist using equations suggested by Ross and Landauer (1978).

Another issue debated in the spacing effect literature is locus of effect.

Experiments 3 and 4 investigate the question of which item, the first or second of

the pair, produces the spacing effect.

These issues are all investigated under the hypothesis that retrieval of an

item causes that item to be modified in memory. Here this modification is proposed

as a strengthening of the memory trace which increases the probability that the trace

will be accessible at a later time. The following section discusses mechanisms and

assumptions of this modifying-retrieval model.

Modifying-retrieval model

The first mechanism this model proposes is an "immediate access area"

(lAA) which contains the most recent unit of information. A unit can be a word,

sentence, picture, or idea but it must be a cohesive unit in and of itself When the

unit is first processed it is in the lAA. Time could eventually decay this

information but only if no other information enters the system. As each new unit of

information enters the previous information is overwritten. The encoding of these

units of information into working memory and long term memory uses information

from the lAA but the encoding process continues past the information's existence in

the IAA. This model does not discuss the encoding of the memory trace into other

stores except to say that the strength of encoding from the lAA can be passed along

for other storage areas to use.
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The lAA can be thought of as a specialized buffer area. For efficiency this

area holds only one unit of information at a time and monitors information to see if

an overwrite is necessary. This lAA is vital to this model's implementation of the

spacing effect. When information is in the lAA and the next item comes along, the

monitoring procedure decides if the information is new or already in the area. If it

is already in the area, the unit is strengthened slightly but not overwritten. If the

item is new, the old information is overwritten.

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) propose a phonological loop within working

memory. This process "may function as a limited-capacity 'slave' system, which

can be used to supplement the central processor" (Baddeley (1976), p. 176). In the

case of the following experiments, which use words as the experimental units, the

lAA could behave in a similar manner to this phonological loop.

Another process hypothesized for this model is a procedure which searches

previous information and decides if it is pertinent to the current contents of the

lAA. As related to the spacing effect, this process would look for past information

that matches, retrieve this information and provide a link to the contents of the lAA.

Since the retrieved information is now linked to the information in the lAA, it is

subject to the encoding process again and further strengthened. This strengthening

increases the probability of later retention.

The modifying retrieval model of the spacing effect is essentially these two

components: the lAA with its monitoring process of incoming information, and a

retrieval process. Using these components, the item would work in the following

way. First an item enters the lAA. This item is the first in the list and overwrites

what ever happened to be in the lAA. The second item is now presented. The

monitoring process decides if this item is new or an exact match of what is already
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in the buffer. In this model less resources are needed to make a simple comparison

than to overwrite and the model will take the less costly option.

If the item is an exact repetition, the item is flagged as a repetition and the

encoding strength of the item is raised. If the item is new, the old information is

overwritten, but it should be noted that the overwritten information and its encoding

strength can still be present in working memory. If the item is new it also invokes

the retrieval process.

Using these assumptions the continuous recognition task would work in the

following way. The goal is to match the word in the lAA with a previous

presentation. If that word has an exact match, that word and its strength of

encoding would be retrieved. Since the lAA can contain variable units of

information the task can govern what types of information are recorded. For

instance, exact repetitions could be hypothesized to add a certain strength

component while other types of matches would add different degrees of strength.

This model assumes that the main advantage of the modifying retrieval is an

additional strength component. As lAA contents are encoded, the retrieved item

also gains strength from another encoding experience. The item in the lAA gains

strength from the task dependent components that contribute to its subsequent

encoding strength.

The idea modifying-retrieval is the basis for the idea of retrieval as it is used

in this thesis. The experiments were designed to test retrieval as a modifying

memory process.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 was designed to examine the role a continuous recognition task

could play to force retrieval at study time. The continuous recognition task asks

subjects to decide if they have seen the target item previously presented in the list.

This task is contrasted with a letter decision task where the subject responds to the

number of letters in the word. If retrieval plays a part in the spacing effect then a

3-way interaction of spacing by decision task by intentionality should occur. More

precisely, the spacing effect should occur in the continuous recognition conditions

because the continuous recognition requires retrieval to be answered correctly. The

spacing effect would also be expected in intentional learning conditions because

subject effort would also produce retrieval during rehearsal of previous items.

Therefore a retrieval theory would predict that only the incidental learning letter

decision task would not show the spacing effect.

Methods

Subjects

Ninety-seven Duke undergraduates participated as part of a course research

requirement. One subject was replaced due to equipment failure. All data analysis

is based on 96 subjects..

Design

Three factors, intentionality of learning (intentional versus incidental), word

decision task (6/7 letters versus continuous recognition), and type of memory test

(recall versus recognition), were manipulated between subjects. Five levels of

spacing (lag 0, 1,2, 4, and 8) as well as once presented words were presented to all

subjects in all study conditions.
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Materials

A set of 75 target words and 20 buffer words were used. These words were

all nouns with either 6 or 7 letters and all had a memorability score between .45

and .55 as rated in Rubin and Friendly (1986). These words along with their

ratings can be found in Appendix A. The study list had a totaJ of 145 presentations

composed of 10 primacy buffer words, 10 recency buffer words, and 125

presentations of target words. These 125 presentations consisted of 50 target words

presented twice and 25 target words presented once.

The study list was constructed so that every subject saw the same order of

spacings however the words at those spacings were varied into three versions of the

list. Every word appeared as a once presented word in one version and as a twice

presented word in the other two versions. Each word was presented at a different

spacing in the two versions where it was a twice presented word.

The order of spacings was determined by creating five unique lists of 25

word slots, each containing 5 once presented words and 2 pairs of twice presented

words at each of the five lag conditions. In these 25-word-slot lists the placement

of the different lags appeared in different serial locations. These five lists were

randomly appended to each other to create the 125 word-slot list of target words.

To create the final three versions seen by the subjects, words were randomly drawn

from the target word list with the stipulation that each word appear in one list as a

single presentation and in the two other lists at different lags. The buffer words

remained constant and in the same order in all versions of the study list.

Procedure

Subjects were assigned to study conditions in a revolving order and

participated one at a time. The subject was seated in front of an IBM clone
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personal computer and the instructions for the task were read by the experimenter.

Instructions differed according to word decision task and intentionality of learning.

Appendix B contains the instructions for these tasks.

All subjects were presented with one word at a time at the center of the

computer screen using the MEL psychology experiment environment. The word

appeared for 4 seconds during which time the subject had to read the word out loud

and respond by pressing the correct key on the computer's keyboard. The response

keys were labeled with stickers printed either yes or no. The word remained on the

screen for 4 seconds no matter how quickly the subject responded. Between each

word a fixation cross was presented for one second. Subjects were informed that

there were words repeated within the list and that presentation of the list would take

approximately ten minutes.

Subjects in the intentional learning conditions were informed they would be

asked to produce as many words as they could remember after the entire list was

presented. Subjects in the incidental learning condition were not informed of a later

test. These subjects thought the main objective was the word decision task. The

half of the subjects who performed the continuous recognition task were asked to

decide if the word had been presented in the list before. The other half of the

subjects who performed the letter decision task were once again divided in half.

One half was asked to decide if the word contained 6 letters while the other

decided if the word contained 7 letters.

Subjects were given a practice list of 10 words. Subjects could ask

questions about the procedure and the experimenter corrected them if necessary

during the practice list. All subjects demonstrated an understanding of the task

before they were given the experimental list.
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After the experimental list, all subjects in the recall conditions were given a

sheet of paper and asked to write down as many words as they could remember

from the list. They were told they had ten minutes to complete the task. However

it should be noted that no subject produced any words after the first five minutes.

Subjects in the recognition conditions were given a multiple choice test and asked to

circle the word they thought was previously presented in the list. They were told to

guess if they were not sure.

The multiple choice had four distractor items each beginning with the same

letter as the target item. The distractor items for the multiple choice test were

chosen from words found in Kucera and Francis (1967) to have the same frequency

as the target word. If there were not enough words with the same frequency to

choose randomly for the distractors then a range of frequencies was used. To

determine the range, the frequency of the target word plus and minus one was used

first. In a few cases of very high frequency target words the rule used for

determining the range was from one half to twice the target word's frequency.

There were also a few cases where the target word had a frequency of zero in

Kucera and Francis. In this case the frequency of one was used. The multiple

choice test can be found in Appendix C.

Scoring of data

The data collected was the number of target words correctly recalled or

recognized. Buffer words recalled were not scored and buffer words were not

tested for in recognition.

An important "correction" was made to data in this experiment and all those

that follow. All responses were checked to see if any words correctly recalled or

recognized on the memory test were not recognized as repetitions in the continuous
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recognition task. These words were eliminated from analysis because it could be

assumed they were not experienced by the subject as repeated items. In other

words, these words could not be assumed to have been retrieved. Since the

hypothesis being tested is one of retrieval it would not be accurate to include this

data and then draw conclusions on the effects of retrieval.

Subjects were very accurate at both the letter judgment and continuous

recognition tasks. In the letter judgment task, subjects made a total of 2.9% errors

(174/6000). In the continuous recognition task, subjects made a total of 1.8%

errors (106/6000). Of these 106 incorrect responses only 23 were words not

correctly identified as repetitions of a previously presented word. These words

were removed from the analysis but did not change any recall or recognition

percentages. No other analysis of errors was done in this experiment because there

were too few errors to produce meaningful results.

Results and discussion

Before reporting any results it should be stated that in this experiment and all

that follow any results reported as statistically significant met the criterion of p

being less than or equal to .05. The abbreviation P2AVE used throughout this

document represents the computed average of all non-zero lags. Here and in the

literature a robust lag 0 versus non-zero lags difference is observed but a consistent

linear trend of significant differences between non-zero lag conditions is not always

present. Lag effects will not be dealt with in detail here, however; analysis and

means for the five different lag conditions are included for completeness sake.

Means of the 5 lag conditions are presented in tables found in Appendix D.
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Single versus Twice presented words

A 2 (decision task - letter task versus continuous recognition) by 2

(intentionality - intentional versus incidental learning) by 2 (test type - recall versus

recognition) by 2 (number of presentations - single versus twice presented words)

MANOVA was performed. The mean for words presented once is 47% and the

mean for twice presented words is 53%. All main effects are significant; once

versus twice presented words F(l,88) = 47.83, decision task F(l,88) = 21.97,

intentionality F( 1, 88) = 21.09, and test type F(l,88) = 1765.37. No interactions

between single and twice presented words and any other factor were significant.

Spacing Effects

A 2 (decision task - letter task versus continuous recognition) by 2

(intentionality - intentional versus incidental learning) by 2 (test type - recall versus

recognition) by 2 (spacing - lag 0 versus P2AVE) MANOVA was performed. All

main effects were significant: spacing F(l,88) = 15.58, decision task F(l,88) =

7.5, intentionality F(l,88) = 10.85, and test type F(l,88) = 1014.57. No inter-

actions met the p = .05 criterion for significance however the 2-way interactions of

spacing by task F(l,88) = 3.92 p= .0507 and task by test type F(l,88) = 3.63 p

= .0599 approached this level. Means for these main effects and interactions can

be found in Tkble 1.1.
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Table 1.1
Mean percentages for main effects and interactions

Means
LagO P2AVE

Spacing 49 54
Task

Letter task 47 49
Continuous recognition 51 58

Intentional it

y

Incidental 46 49
Intentional 51 58

Test Type
Recall 13 17
Recognition 84 90

Recall
Incidental Letter Task 9 9

Incidental Cont. Recog. 8 16
Intentional Letter Task 18 21
Intentional Cont. Recog. 17 24

Recognition
Incidental Letter Task 78 76
Incidental Cont. Recog. 88 95
Intentional Letter Task 82 91
Intentional Cont. Recog. 89 96

The marginal interactions both include decision task. As discussed earlier

interactions involving task were expected. If the means are graphed and inspected it

can be concluded that this marginal interaction is being driven by the incidental

letter decision condition. However, the other three conditions show such large

effects that this one condition may not have the power to drive a significant

interaction (see Figure 1.1). Therefore the four conditions are further analyzed to

determine if spacing is present in each individual condition.

An analysis of spacing was performed within each of the four decision task

by intentionality conditions. The incidental letter task condition was the only

condition that did not produce a statistically significant spacing effect. The means

and F values for these four analyses can be found in Table 1,2.





Table 1.2
Mean percentages and F values

Analyses of the 4 Intent ionality by Decision Conditions

Condition F value LagO P2AVE

Incidental/Letter Task F(l,22) = 0.51 44 43

Intentional/Letter Task F(l,22) = 5.25 50 56

Incidental /Continuous
Recognition Task F(l,22) = 11.36 48 56

Intentional /Continuous
Recognition Task F(l,22) = 7.78 53 60
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A 2 (decision task - letter task versus continuous recognition) by 2

(intentionality - intentional versus incidental learning) by 2 (test type - recall versus

recognition) by 5 (all 5 spacing lags: lag 0, lag 1, lag 2, lag 4, lag 8) MANOVA

was also performed. All main effects were significant; spacing F(4,85) = 4.87,

task F(l,88) = 14.72, intentionality F(l,88) = 18.84, and test type F(l,88) =

1314.46. The task by intentionality interaction is significant F(l,88) = 4.00.

While the task by test type interaction approaches significance F(l,88) = 3.79,

p= .0548. Appendix D Table 1 presents the means for these analyses.

This experiment demonstrates that continuous recognition is a paradigm that

can produce repetition effects and the spacing effect. There has been debate in the

spacing literature whether the spacing effect is caused by different factors in recall

and recognition (e.g. Greene 1989). No test type interactions were found in any of

these analyses. Recall and recognition show the same pattern of spacing effect

results. Therefore a parsimonious explanation of the spacing effect would not

attribute these same patterns to different processes. It should be noted that this is

not the same as saying that different processes are not working in concert to

produce the spacing effect. The next experiment investigates two processes,

retrieval and deficient processing, that could be working together to produce the

spacing effect.
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EXPERIMENT 2

If retrieval contributes to the spacing effect then it should be possible to

produce the spacing effect using items that cue retrieval even if the cuing item is not

an exact repetition. Experiment 2 was designed to test this hypothesis. This is

accomplished by having two types of repetitions in the study list; a "same-word

repetition" type where the exact word is repeated and a "different-word repetition"

in which only the first three letters of the words match. The task for the subject is

to decide if they have seen a word previously presented in the list that matches on at

least the first three letters. In order for the subject to correctly respond "yes", they

must retrieve the previous matching occurrence. Previous studies have suggested

that only exact repetitions produce the spacing effect. For instance, Dellarosa and

Bourne (1985) found the spacing effect with exactly repeated sentences but not

"gist" sentences.

Experiment 2 uses only an incidental learning condition in order to

eliminate intentional subject effort and rehearsal as explanations of results.

Methods

Subjects

Forty-nine Duke undergraduates participated as part of a course research

requirement. One subject was replaced due to equipment failure. All analyses for

this experiment are based on 48 subjects.

Materials

The identical word list structure was used in Experiment 2 as was used in

Experiment 1. However, since the subject was looking for words that matched on

the first three letters some words in the original list had to be replaced. This was to
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insure that only one word could be retrieved as a yes response. Replacement words

were rated between .40 and .58 on memorability in Rubin and Friendly (1986).

The words used in Experiment 2 can be found in Appendix A,

As before, there were 75 target words and 20 buffer words. Fifty of the

target words were presented twice while the other 25 were presented once. In

Experiment 2, half of the repeated words were "same-word repetitions" where the

identical word was repeated twice. The other half of the repeated words pairs were

"different-word repetitions" where the target words shared the same first three

letters but were not exact repetitions. For example, a same-word repetition would

be shadow-shadoyy' while a different-word repetition would be shadow-shatter.

Every subject was presented with both types of repetitions within the list.

In an attempt to raise recall percentages, a cued recall task was used. The

cued recall test prompted with the first three letters of each target word. There was

space for two words to be written down and subjects were informed in the

instructions to write two words if they could remember seeing two different words.

However, only the first word of the word pairs were scored.

The multiple-choice recognition test had four foils per target word. Only the

first word of the word pairs were tested on the recognition test. The foils for each

target item did not start with the same letter as the correct response however there

were several foils throughout the test which did. The recognition test was given in

two different orders. The test forms can be found in Appendix C.

Procedure

The list was presented exactly the same way as it had been in Experiment 1

.

Words were presented on a personal computer using the MEL psychology

experiment environment. Words were presented one at a time for 4 seconds
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followed by a fixation cross for 1 second.

Subjects participated one at a time and were asked to read the word out loud

and to respond yes or no by pressing the appropriately labeled keys to the question:

"Have you seen a word previously presented on the screen that begins with at least

the same first three letters as the word currently on the screen?". Subjects were

informed that there were words that matched on only three letters, or on more than

three letters, including exact repetitions of the word, and in all those cases they

should respond "yes". They were also informed there were words that had no

match, or that matched on only the first, or first two letters, and they should

respond "no" to any of those words.

After the entire list was presented subjects were given either the cued recall

or the recognition test. Subjects were not informed of this impending test. In this

experiment as well as all others reported here, subjects showed surprise when given

the retention test. Instructions for the computer task and the retention tests can be

found in Appendix B.

Scoring of data

The data correction described in Experiment 1 was used. Any word

incorrectly identified as not being a repetition, whether it was a same-word or

different-word pair was removed from the analysis.

A total of 186/2400 (7.6%) second presentations were not recognized as

being a repetition. Subjects made 13/1200 (1.1%) errors in the same-word pair

condition and 170/1200 (14.2%) errors in the different-word pair condition.

Results and Discussion

A 2 (word pair type - same versus different repetition) by 2 (test type -

recall versus recognition) by 2 (spacing - lag 0 versus P2AVE) MANOVA was
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performed. The main effects of spacing F(l,92) = 17.04 and test type F(l,92) =

125.74 were significant, however the main effect of word pair type F(l,92) =0.38

was not. The spacing by word pair type interaction was significant F(l,92) = 6.01.

Inspection of the means (Table 2.1) shows that there is a very different pattern of

results for the same and different word pairs (see Figure 2.1). To investigate this

interaction further a 2 (test type) by 2 (spacing) MANOVA was performed

separately for both same-word pairs and different-word pairs. The same-word pair

showed a significant spacing effect F(l,46) = 29.57 but the different-word pairs

showed no significant spacing effect F(l,46) = 1.11. Test type was significant in

both cases and there were no significant interaction in either analysis.

Table 2.1
Mean percentages for Main Effects and Interactions

Means
Lag 0 P2AVE

Spacing 48 58
Word Pair type

same-word 43 61
different word 52 56

Test Type
Recall 32 42
Recognition 63 75

Recall
same-word 25 44
different-word 39 39

Recognition
same-word 62 78
different-word 65 73
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A 2 (word pair type) by 2 (test type) by 5 (spacing) MANOVA was also

performed. Once again the main effects of spacing and test type were significant

and there was no significant effect of word pair type. Two interactions, spacing by

word pair type and spacing by word pair type by test type were also significant.

Once again separate 2 (test type) by 5 (spacing) MANOVA were performed for

same and different word pairs. For same-word pairs the main effects were

significant. For different-word pairs the main effects and the interaction of spacing

by test type were statistically significant. The difference between the 2x2x2 and

2x2x5 results can be attributed to the variability of the means in the different lag

conditions. As can be observed from the means (Appendix D Table 2), the

difference between lags varies greatly and in different directions.

No significant spacing effect was found in the different-word pair condition.

This is compatible with past experimental findings (e.g. Dellarosa and Bourne,

1985, Glanzer and Duarte, 1971) that only exact replications produce the spacing

effect. An interesting finding however can be noted on inspection of the means.

The lack of spacing effect in different-word condition seems to be due to the higher

level of performance on the lag 0 condition rather than to a lowered performance on

the spaced condition. The difference between the different-word and same-word lag

0 conditions is 8.3% with the different-word condition being greater while the

difference between same-word and different-word P2AVE is 4.7% with same-word

being greater. Data presented by D'Agostino and DeRemer (1973) also showed this

type of pattern with the raising of the different condition lag 0 retention percent-

ages. This suggests that deficient processing of lag 0 contributes to the spacing

effect.

Experiment 2 also provides data which does not support the idea of two
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independent memory traces. Ross and Landauer (1978) hypothesized that if

repetitions were variably encoded then the probability of remembering at least one

of two different items should be the same as remembering one item repeated twice.

This follows the independence rule of probabilities. Using these same equations, a

baseline can be established that would hold for independent traces.

Experiment 2 provides retention percentages for single presentations, twice

presented items, and pairs of different words. The computed value of 2P(A) -

P(A)^, where P(A) is the probability of remembering a single presentation,

represents the baseline probability for two independent traces. As can be noted from

the values in Table 2.2 that the computed value 2P(A) - P(A)^ is greater. This

could be because only the first item of the different-word pairs was scored.

However, this computed value is also greater than the same-word pairs. This

indicates that the same-word pair presentations are not independent.

Table 2.2
Experiment 2 means and computed values

Recall Recognition

once presented 28 56
2P(A) - P(A)^ 48 81
twice presented - same 40 74
twice presented - different 39 72

Note: P(A) = once presented

Experiment 1 also provides data consistent with this finding. If the 2P(A) -

P(A)'^ equation is applied to Experiment 1, the following results: IP = 47%, 2P =

53%, and 2P(A) - V{Af = 72%.

Another issue to investigate is whether the first item of the pair shows

different spacing effect patterns than the second item of the pair. This comparison
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could not be made in Experiment 2 because the word pairs were not balanced to

control for word effects and therefore were not tested or scored. The same word

was always in the first position. Experiment 3 was designed to investigate this

issue. Experiment 3 also uses only different-word pairs in order to collect more

data for this condition.
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EXPERIMENT 3

Experiment 3 investigates differences in the spacing effect between the first

and second items of a pair. In this experiment the target items are not identically

repeated pairs of words but instead pairs that begin with the same first three letters.

The retrieval hypothesis suggests that the spacing effect should be producible if

retrieval of the first item is forced by the second item even if that item is not an

exact repetition. Therefore, if a spacing effect is present, and retrieval is the only

force in the spacing effect only the first item should benefit. The hypothesis here

however is that retrieval is an important component but not the sole factor. This

predicts that the spacing effect would be greater for the first item of the pair.

Methods

Subjects

Fifty-one Duke undergraduates participated as part of a course research

requirement. Three subjects were replaced because they failed to follow

instructions. Therefore all data analysis is based on 48 subjects.

Materials

The study list was constructed of 75 pairs of target words and 10 primacy

and 10 recency buffer words. Seven additional words were needed as once

presented filler items to produce the needed spacings of the list. Each pair begins

with the same three letters. This three letter combination is unique to each pair.

All buffer and filler words begin with a unique three letter combination different

from any of the target words. The target words were the same as used those used

in Experiment 2 however the spacing and list position were different.

The word list was constructed so there were 15 pairs of words at each of the

5 spacings. This made for a total of 75 word pairs. To insure that the different
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spacings were presented evenly over the list, five intermediate word-slot lists were

created. These intermediate lists were created so that the least number of filler

items were needed to properly space the items. These five lists were then appended

to each other. In some cases it was possible to remove filler items by starting the

next intermediate list within the last intermediate list without disrupting the spacing.

The final word-slot list consisted of the 75 target pairs and seven filler items.

Three lists were created by taking the final word-slot list and adding the

primacy and recency buffers. The buffer and filler words were the same for all

versions of the list. Next each pair of words were randomly assigned to three

different spacings. Each pair was assigned to one of those spacing 's positions in

one of the lists. This way each pair was at three spacings and located at three

different areas within the three lists. Finally for each of the three lists another list

was created by switching the position of the 1st and 2nd presented items of the pair.

These manipulations created six different presentation versions of the 177-word list.

Procedure

Subjects participated in groups of one to four at a time. Subjects viewed the

list of words presented one word at a time for four seconds on the computer screen

using the MEL environment. A fixation cross was presented for 1 second between

each word. Subjects were asked to respond to each word by pressing one of the

keys marked yes or no on the keyboard. They were informed that their response

must be made while the word was still on the screen and that the word would

remain on the screen for the entire 4 seconds.

Subjects were told to read each word silently and then press the appropriate

key to answer the following question: "Have you seen a word previously presented

on the screen that matches on at least the same first three letters?".
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Subjects were given a practice list of 10 words then the experimental list of

177 words. After the list was presented, half the subjects were given a cued recall

test and the other half were given a recognition multiple choice test. Buffer and

filler items were not tested for or scored. No subject was informed of the test

before the list was presented. Instructions can be found in Appendix B and test

materials can be found in Appendix C.

Scoring data

Once again the correction for words not recognized as repetitions was made.

A total of 12.7% (456/3600) second presentation words were not correctly

recognize-d as being a repetition with a repeated three letter beginning. All words

these pairs were removed from the analysis.

Results and Discussion

A 2 (word position - 1st versus 2nd of the pair), by 2 (test type - cued recall

versus recognition) by 2 (spacing - lag 0 versus P2AVE) MANOVA was

performed. All main effects are significant: spacing F(l,92) = 11.08, word

position F(l,92) = 10.84, and test type F(l,92) = 214.61. No interactions are

significant. Tabic 3. 1 contains the means for these main effects. The overall

means are graphed and can be found in Figure 3.1.
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Table 3.1
Mean percentages for main effects and interactions

Lag 0 P2AVE

Spacing 35 39
Word Position

1st word 38 43
2nd word 31 36

Test Type
Recall 21 24
Recognition 49 55

Recall
1st word 27 28
2nd word 16 21

Recognition
1st word 50 58
2nd word 47 52
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A 2 (word position) by 2 (test type) by 5 (spacing) MANOVA was also

performed. Once again all main effects were significant with no significant

interactions. Means and F values for this analysis can be found in Appendix D

Table 3.

The large main effect of test type is to be expected because recognition rates

are usually higher than recall rates. The main effect of 1st versus 2nd suggests that

retrieval of the first item benefits that item in later retention. However there are no

interactions which suggests there is no difference in the pattern of the spacing effect

for either test type or word position.

This experiment has a possible methodological problem which was

discovered after most of the data was collected. Three subjects were unable to fill

in any words in the cued recall task. They reported they looked only at the first

three letters for the words rather than reading the words silently as they had been

instructed. These subjects were replaced, however it is unknown how many other

subjects may have used this type of strategy.

If subjects used this strategy it may be that the results are not an accurate

representation of the magnitude of spacing. Therefore no other analyses were done

with this data. Experiment 4 was constructed with modifications in procedure,

materials, and instructions in an attempt to eliminate the use of this strategy.
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EXPERIMENT 4

Experiment 4 was designed to handle methodological issues discussed in

Experiment 3. In Experiment 3 subjects may have used a strategy where they only

looked at the first three letters of the word instead of reading the entire word.

Experiment 4 attempts to eliminate the use of this strategy. In this experiment there

were identically repeated pairs of words as well as three letter combinations which

occurred three times. The primacy buffer contained examples of both so that

subjects were alerted from the beginning of the experiment that using a strategy of

not reading the whole word would not be useful.

Methods

Subjects

Fifty-seven Duke undergraduates participated as part of a course research

requirement. Seven subjects were replaced due to equipment failure. Two subjects

were replaced because they had participated in a previous related experiment. All

data analysis is based on 48 subjects.

Materials

The study list was constructed of 65 pairs of target words, 13 at each

spacing. Each pair begins with the same three letters and this three letter

combination is unique to each pair. The words were drawn from the same pool as

used in the previous experiment. Also included in the list are 10 primacy and 10

recency buffer words. There are 5 pairs of identically repeated words and 5 triples

of words beginning with the same three letters. These nontarget words were
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included to try and eliminate the possibility of subjects using solely the first three

letters of the word pairs. Buffer words, identically repeated words, and triples

were not tested for or scored. The Experiment 3 word order list was used in

Experiment 4. To accommodate identical repetitions and triplets, two pairs of each

spacing were chosen and used as either an exact repetition of part of a triple. The

position of these pairs were chosen to take advantage of filler items and primacy

buffer words to make triples.

The spacing positions were the same for all six versions of the study list.

This meant that three different groups of words were eliminated. Words used to

create the triples were chosen from Kucera and Francis (1967).

The cued recall test was the same as in Experiment 3 however the multiple

choice test was changed so that words removed from the study list were not tested

for. Test materials can be found in Appendix C.

Procedure

Subjects participated in groups of one to four at a time. Subjects were

presented with a list of words presented one word at a time for four seconds on the

computer screen. A fixation cross was presented for 1 second between each word.

A task with 3 possible responses was used. Subjects were asked to respond to each

word by pressing one of three marked keys on the keyboard. They were informed

that their response must be made while the word was still on the screen and that the

word would remain on the screen for the entire 4 seconds.

Subjects were asked to press the appropriate key to indicate which of three

categories the word belonged. The three categories were defined as follows: a

word that was previously presented in the list, a word that matches on at least the

first three letters but was not an exact repetition of a previously presented word, or
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a word that does not match or matches on only the first one or two letters with a

previously presented word. Instructions can be found in Appendix B.

Subjects were given a practice list of 10 words then the experimental list of

177 words. After the list was presented, half the subjects were given a cued recall

test and the other half were given a recognition multiple choice test. No subject

was informed of the test before the list was presented.

Scoring of data

A total of 607/3120 (19.5%) second position words were not correctly

identified as repetitions. As before, the pair of words containing these

unrecognized words were removed from the data analysis.

Results and Discussion

A 2 (word position - 1 st versus 2nd word) by 2 (test type - recall versus

recognition) by 2 (spacing - lag 0 versus P2AVE) MANOVA was performed. All

main effects are significant: spacing F(l,92) = 56.58, 1st versus 2nd F(l,92) =

17.71, and test type F(l, 92) = 428.30. The spacing by test type interaction was

also significant F(l,92) = 5.22.

Since the spacing by test type interaction was significant further analysis was

performed. A 2 (test type) by 2 (spacing) MANOVA was performed. The main

effects of spacing F(l ,94) = 57.72 and test type F(l,94) = 364.65 as well as the

spacing by test type interaction F(l,94) = 5.33 were all significant. The means for

these effects can be found in Tkble 4.1.

Next, two 2 (word position) by 2 (spacing) analyses were done. One for

recall data and one for recognition data. In both sets of analyses, spacing and word

position were significant and there were no significant interactions. The F value for

spacing in recognition is F(l,46) = 37.92 and in recall is F(l,46) = 18.74. For





word position, the F value is F(l,46) = 4.55 for recognition and F(l,46) = 16.95

for recall. While the effect of word position is significant for both recognition and

recall, the effect size is greater in recall.

Table 4.1
Mean percentages for main effects and interactions

Lag 0 P2AVE

Spacing 31 42
Word Position

1st word 35 46
2nd word 28 39

Test Type
Recall 14 22
Recognition 48 62

Test type by lst/2nd

Recall 1st word 19 27
Recall 2nd word 11 18
Recognition 1st word 51 65
Recognition 2nd word 44 59
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The 2 (word position) by 2 (test type) by 5 (spacing) MANOVA produced

the same significant main effects and interactions. These means and F Values can

be found in Appendix D Table 4.

Analysis of error data

Words removed from the main cinalysis because the second presentation of

the pair was not recognized as a repetition were further examined.

First, a measure of difficulty of retrieval as a function of lag was

investigated. The number of errors made at the keyboard were categorized by lag.

T^ble 4.2 presents the number of errors at each lag.

Table 4.2
Number of errors at each lag
Lag Errors

Lag 0 23
Lag 1 100
Lag 2 135
Lag 4 162
Lag 8 187

A set of planned contrasts were performed to compare the number of error

at each lag. Only the number of errors at lag 4 and lag 8 were not significantly

different (p = .11).

Next these words that were considered errors and that had been removed

from the main data analysis were investigated to see how later retention of these

items fared. Table 4.3 presents the number of words later remembered although the

second word of that pair had not been recognized as a repetition at the time of

incidental learning.
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Table 4.3
Number of words later remembered by lag

LagO Lagl Lag2 Lag4 Lag8

Recognition
1st word
2nd word

4

4
24
23

34
33

36
36

46
43

Recall
1st word
2nd word

1

1

1

6

12
7

9

6

15
7

A 2 (word position - 1st versus 2nd) by 2 (test type) MANOVA was

performed to test if there were differences in the number of later remembered

words. There was no word position effect F(l,46) = 0. 14 however the main effect

of test type was significant F(l,46) = 51.28. Since there is no significant

difference between the 1st and 2nd word positions on later retention it could be

concluded that the words were stored independently as single presentations. This

fits the retrieval theory.

Another analysis of interest would be to investigate if the percentage of later

retention varies by lag in error data. Since subjects did not always make an

incorrect non-recognition judgment at each lag there were many missing data

points. This brought the number of usable subjects to 33 out of 48. With this much

missing data results of an analysis would be questionable. The percentage of words

later remember is presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4
Percentage of words later remembered by lag

LagO Lagl Lag2 Lag4 Lag8

Recognition
1st word 50 51 50 44 46
2nd word 50 50 49 44 43

Recall
1st word
2nd word

7 2 18 11 17
7 11 10 8 8





CONCLUSION

This dissertation has investigated several issues related to the spacing effect.

After reviewing the literature, models which included retrieval as a contributing

component seemed a good starting point. A task which forced retrieval during

incidental learning was needed. The continuous recognition paradigm was chosen

and has proven to be quite useful. The use of this task has allowed the investigation

of the locus of effect in a way that had never been tested before.

Experiment 1 proved that the continuous recognition task could produce

spacing effects in incidental learning as a retrieval theory would predict. Once the

paradigm was proven it could then be used to investigate other aspects.

Experiment 2 used continuous recognition to investigate if pairs of different

words could produce the spacing effect if the second word of the pair caused the

retrieval of the first. Results from Experiment 2 showed that spaced pairs of

different words behaved similarly to spaced pairs of the identical word. However

the lag 0 condition retention measures were greater for different-word pairs than for

the same-word pair. This suggested a greater role of deficient processing than

suspected when experimentation began. Further evidence for deficient processing

comes from data computed using the independence theorems of probability as

suggested by Ross and Landauer (1978).

Experiment 3 allowed examination of the locus of effect. It was found that

spacing occurs in both the 1st and 2nd words of a pair of different words. A theory

based solely on retrieval would suggests benefits to only the first item. Therefore

other factors must be working in concert with retrieval to produce the spacing

effect.

Experiment 4 was designed to force the subject to pay more attention while
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performing the continuous recognition task. The same finding of spacing in both

the 1st and 2nd items of the pair were found. Interestingly the added attention

seemed to effect recall and recognition differently. Although a direct statistical

comparison can not be made between these studies a visual inspection of their

graphs suggests that more attention raises the recognition rate of spaced items but

lowers the recall rate of massed items.

An important finding consistent throughout all four experiments is that recall

and recognition both display the same pattern of spacing effects. It has been

debated that recall and recognition spacing effect results are due to different factors

(e.g. Greene, 1989). Data here does not support this argument.

Modifying-retrieval model

In an attempt to further explain the concepts of the modifying-retrieval

model of the spacing effect, these ideas will be expressed as equations. Not all the

data from the previous experiments can be handled by these equations. These

exceptions will be noted following the equations.

The following components and assumptions are needed to build the equations:

S = This is the initial strength due to the presentation of the item. This item

is subscripted to denote which presentation it is representing (e.g. Sj

is the first presentation of the word).

R = This is the added strength due to the retrieval of the item.

Y = This is the component representing encoding deficiency. This variable

was added to the model as a result of findings from the experiments.

d = This is the difficulty of retrieval. The more difficult the item is to

retrieve, the greater the value of d. Constraint: 0 < d < = 1.

k = This is the encoding value or learning rate. These rates can be identical

for items in the equation. They are subscripted here to denote what
order they occur but by the same token the learning rates could vary.
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From these variables the following equations could be derived. It should be

noted that these are the final equations as the item would appear at the time of a

later retention test. Retrieval causes the iteration of the encoding process which is

why the subscripting of k makes the equations more readable.

Condition value encoded into memory

IP kjS

2P k^iS^ + k,(Sj) - k,(S,)S2 - dY + (l-d)R)

2P with different words

1st word ^(S^ + k,(Sj) - dY + (l-d)R)

2nd word ^(S^ - dY + (l-d)R)

The equation for lag 0 does not need to be a special case condition. In lag 0

with identical words there is no retrieval. This makes the difficulty of retrieval

d = 1. The retrieval component R is thus multiplied by 0 and drops out of the

equation while Y remains at the greatest level it would attain. 2P with different

words is not an additive process. Here the equations are measuring the probability

of retrieving each item independently of the other.

These equations are a first attempt at quantifying a retrieval model of the

spacing effect. They do not handle all the data collected here and the short comings

of this model must be noted.

Data collected in Experiment 1 can be explained using the equations. A

once presented word would have a baseline strength represented by kjSj. In

Experiment 1 all repetitions are the same word repeated. Lag 0 would contain the

probabilities from two once presented words minus the probability of their

intersection and the encoding deficiency. In this equation, encoding deficiency is
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not modified by d because no retrieval has occurred. Here Y is at its strongest in

the lag 0 condition and loses strength in lag 1 or higher. Therefore the encoding

deficiency is greatest at lag 0.

The equation representing 2P includes two items which may at first seem

redundant. Kj(Sj) represents the additional encoding from the first presentation

which has been retrieved. This is analogous to the strength added from a repetition.

There is also the (l-d)R component which contributes to the strength. This is

analogous to the added strength from retrieval. This is the modifying retrieval

component.

Data from Experiment 2 can be handled by these equations. With the same

word data the explanation would be the same as before. Comparing this with the

different word data the effects of encoding deficiency become apparent. With

different words, lag 0 is also an overwritten condition so a retrieval operation is

necessary and strength is added. However it can be assumed that this is the easiest

retrieval condition. This also means encoding deficiency is still present but it would

be less than in 2P same words. Here it is also assumed that different words are

more difficult to retrieve than identical words.

The equations derived for the 2P different-word pairs are able to handle only

certain aspects of Experiments 3 and 4. Comparing Experiments 3 and 4 suggests

there is an additional attentional component which is not addressed in the equations.

The attentional component may be able to explain the differences in the magnitude

of the spacing effect found in the two experiments. Differences in the size of the

spacing effect may also be influenced by a task dependent component. For

instance, Experiments 3 and 4 show the spacing effect with different-word pairs

whereas Experiment 2 does not. It was hypothesized that this was due to the
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deficient processing of the massed same-word condition. Or in other words, more

efficient processing of the massed different-word condition. If this is the case, it

does not explain why the spaced different-words in Experiments 3 and 4 show much

greater performance and thus the spacing effect. The equations presented here offer

no insight into these differences.

This model has deficiencies that need to be resolved before it can handle all

of the data collected here. The spacing effect has long defied a theory to handle all

the data. However, these experiments and the use of a continuous recognition task

provide a means of further advancing the investigation of this elusive effect.

Previous studies

An important question to ask is if the idea of a modifying retrieval

component is consistent with previous findings and can this explain some of the

inconsistencies previously reported. For example. Experiment 2 uses retrieval as its

basis but the findings indicate that deficient processing is present. It is important to

know if deficient processing theories and a retrieval theory can work in concert.

Consolidation, which was discussed earlier as a process that may underlie

other cognitive processes, can work with retrieval. Consolidation as described by

Landauer (1969) would also predict that the spacing effect could occur with

different-word pairs. Landauer assumed that as long as additional stimulation

occurred while the reverberatory trace was still active a complete repetition was not

necessary. Consolidation would predict a benefit for the first word of the different-

word pair but not for the second word.

Bjork and Allen (1970) presented data showing that performance was better

after a difficult interference task. These findings were presented as a

disconfirmation of consolidation but they can also be reinterpreted as evidence for
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retrieval. A difficult interference task would force retrieval or in terms of the

equations presented earlier, force a more difficult retrieval. This would in turn

make for a greater magnitude of the spacing effect.

Habituation, like consolidation, can be thought of as an underlying process

and as such, can also be compatible with a retrieval theory model. Habituation

theory would predict a deficient processing of same-word pairs in the massed

condition but would not predict deficient processing for different-word pairs. This

is consistent with Experiment 2's findings.

Data presented in this dissertation shows that retrieval can coexist with

rehearsal and attention theories. Only Experiment 1 manipulates intentionality and

it shows a higher performance level for conditions which would promote overt

rehearsal and greater attention. However no interactions were found involving

intentionality which suggests that rehearsal and attention effect overall performance

but are not the sole cause of the spacing effect (e.g. Hintzman and Rodgers, 1973;

Hintzman, et al. 1975; Zechmeister and Shaughnessy, 1980). Any factor that

effects overall performance should be considered a possible factor. For instance, if

not enough words are remembered in a task then a floor effect could occur thus

masking any advantage of spacing. Differences in the magnitude of the spacing

effect in Experiments 3 and 4 also suggest an attentional component's contribution.

It can be concluded that deficient processing theories of several varieties can

work together with a retrieval model to produce the spacing effect. However the

other major area of spacing effect theories, encoding variability, does not fair as

well. First, encoding variability theories should be subdivided into two major

divisions: theories that suggest independent traces with different semantic

components and theories that suggest independent traces which emphasize different
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contextual components. Data collected and values computed in Experiment 2 using

the independence probability equations suggests that the idea of two independent

traces is inaccurate. Using the independence equations, a baseline for performance

of independent traces can be hypothesized and the data collected here does not meet

these levels. Previous experiments which intended to show the existence of

encoding variability often show the disappearance of the spacing effect (e.g.

D'Agostino and DeRemer, 1973; Johnston, et al., 1972; Gartman and Johnson,

1972; Young and Bellezza, 1982). D'Agostino and DeRemer' s data shows the

same type of deficient processing displayed in Experiment 2. The use of same-

word pairs and different-word pairs in Experiment 2 led to the conclusion that

deficient processing was at work. This deficient processing may also be able to

explain other findings where the spacing effect has been attenuated (e.g. Dellarosa

and Bourne; Glanzer and Duarte, 1971).

Encoding variability which concentrates on contextual components

(Glenberg, 1979) fairs better than semantic encoding theories but still suffers from

the independent trace problem. Also the fact that a consistent lag effect is not

observed suggests that contextual difference is not producing the spacing effect.

Retrieval theory working in concert with a deficient processing theory

provides a reasonable next step in future investigations of the spacing effect.
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APPENDIX A: Word Lists

Experiment 1

Words used in Experiment 1 listed in alphabetical order. Also
listed are the memorability ratings from Rubin and Friendly
(1986) as well as the lag at which each word appears in the
different versions. Possible lags are 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8. S
stands for single presentation.

Word Rating VI V2 V3

ability .45 4 S 8
acrobat .45 2 1 S
alcohol .54 0 4 S
alimony .45 1 S 0
author .51 1 S 0
avenue .48 0 S 1
bagpipe .49 s 8 4
barrel .47 4 S 8
beggar . 54 S 1 8
belief .48 2 s 1
blister . 51 2 4 S
boredom .49 4 1 s
bottle .51 S 8 4
bravery .54 0 4 S
bronze .50 4 S 8
buffoon .54 S 8 1
builder .46 4 8 S
butcher ,53 S 0 4
coffee .51 2 8 S
costume .45 S 2 4
cottage . 55 2 S 1
cotton .48 8 0 S
creator .53 8 S 2
diamond .52 8 2 S
dreamer .45 S 0 2
dynasty .46 2 S 4
economy .54 0 S 2
engine .47 S 2 8
freedom .49 1 2 S
forest .52 2 S 8
gallery .45 S 2 1
garret .48 S 0 1
genius .45 S 4 1
glutton .52 8 S 2
hamlet .52 4 S 0
hatred .47 1 S 0
health .53 8 4 S
history .47 4 S 8
hostage .50 8 S 1
injury .50 S 8 0
insect .51 1 2 s



s
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invoice .53 8 1 S
juggler .45 1 s 0
kettle .47 1 0 s

loyalty .49 4 8 s
malaria .55 S 8 2

malady .47 S 0 4
mammal .47 2 8 S
misery .49 8 S 0

missile .55 0 4 S

nectar .49 4 S 1

nephew .55 S 2 0
palace .48 S 0 4
piston .52 8 2 S
potato .46 0 S 2
prayer .52 0 1 S
python .55 0 1 S
recital .52 0 1 s
robbery .49 S 4 8
rubble .46 2 S 8
season .47 1 0 S
session .49 1 0 S
shadow .48 S 1 0
shotgun .48 s 1 4
shriek .52 s 4 2
silence .49 s 2 4
skillet .53 8 S 1
slipper .53 S 4 2
sonata .49 4 2 S
square .49 1 S 0
tripod .47 2 8 S
utensil . 52 0 S 8
victim . 50 S 4 2
victory .46 S 0 2
volume . 50 S 1 4
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Experiment 2

Words used in Experiment 2 listed in alphabetical order. Also
listed are the memorability ratings from Rubin and Friendly
(1986) as well as the lag at which each word appears in the
different versions. Possible lags are 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8. The lag
number is paired with either an 's' for same-word repetition of
a 'd' for different-word repetition. An "S" by it self stands
for single presentation. For the different-word condition the
word listed under "paired" was the second word.

Word Rating VI V2 V3 Paired

acrobat .45 2d Is S acreage
alcohol .54 Od 4s S alcove
alimony .45 Is S Od aligned
amount .44 S 8s 2d amoral
artist .56 8s S Od article
author .51 Id S Os autopsy
avenue .48 Od S Is average
banner .45 S 4d 8d bandage
barrel .47 4s S 8d bargain
beggar .54 S Is 8d beguile
belief .48 2s S Id belong
blister . 51 2s 4d S blinded
boredom .49 4d Is S border
bottle .51 S 8s 4d bottom
boulder .57 2d 8s S bouquet
bravery .54 Od 4s S branch
bronze .50 4s S 8d brother
buffoon .54 S 8s Id buffalo
butcher .53 S Os 4d butter
circle .45 S 4d 2s circuit
colony .44 S 2d Os column
comedy .44 2s 8d S command
costume .45 S 2d 4s cosmic
cradle .46 8s Od S cracker
creator .53 8d S 2s credit
deceit .52 8s 2d S decide
diamond .52 8d 2s S diagram
dreamer .45 S Os 2d dreaded
dynasty .46 2d S 4s dynamic
engine .47 S 2s 8d engage
factory .42 4d S 8s faction
fantasy .44 4d 8s S fanfare
freedom .49 Id 2s S freight
forest .52 2d S 8s foreign
gallery .45 S 2d Is gallon
garret .48 S Od Is garden
genius .45 S 4s Id general
glacier .46 4s S Id glance
gravity .40 8s S 2d graphic
hammer . 53 4d S Os hamlet
health .53 8d 4s S hearing
hostage .50 8d S Is hostess
insect .51 Id 2s S inside
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invoice . 53 8s Id S invest
leader .42 4s 8d S league
library .51 S 8d 4s liberty
malady .47 S Os 4d malaria
mantle .52 s 8d Os manager
market .41 4d S 8s marble
method .44 Od S 2s metric
missile .55 Os 4d S misery
palace .48 S Od 4 palette
perjury .58 Is S Od perform
poster .42 Id Os S postage
potato .46 Os S 2d potent
prayer .52 Os Id S prairie
recital .52 Od Is S recipe
rubble .46 2d S 8s rubbery
season .47 Is Od S search
shadow .48 s Id Os shatter
shotgun .48 s Is 4d shovel
shriek .52 s 4s 2d shrewd
silence .49 s 2s 4d silver
singer .57 Is S Od sincere
skillet .53 8d S Is skipper
slipper .53 S 4d 2s slight
speech .40 Id Os S species
square .49 Is S Od squeeze
string .42 4s 2d S strike
sunburn .44 Os S 8d sunken
tripod .47 2s 8d S tribute
valley .45 Os Id S values
victory .46 S Od 2s victim
volume .50 S Id 4s voltage
winter .49 2s S Id window

Experiment 3 and 4

Word pairs used in Experiments 3 and 4 are the same as tho
used in Experiment 2.
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APPENDIX B: Instructions

Experiment 1

Instructions for Incidental Letter Task

In a few minutes you will see a series of words presented one at a time on the computer
screen. As the words appear it is YOUR job to say the word out loud and make the following

decision: Does this word have 6 letteis in it?

If it does have 6 letters press the key marked YES; if it does not have 6 letters press the key
marked NO. Please keep your index fingers resting on these keys throughout the experiment.

You will be presented with words for about 10 minutes. Many of these words will be
repeated in the list. First there is a practice list so you can become accustomed to the

procedure.

Do you have any questions?

(Subject does practice list experimenter corrects or answers any procedural questions the

subject has. After the practice list:)

Do you have any questions? The real list will be presented the same way but it is much
longer and will take about 10 minutes to complete. Whenever you are ready press the space

bar and the list will begin.

Note: Subjects who were asked to respond yes/no to 7 letter

words were read the same instructions with the number 7 substitutedfor the number 6.

Instructions for incidental continuous recognition task

In a few minutes you will see a series of words presented one at a time on the computer
screen. As the words appear it is YOUR job to say the word out loud and make the following

decision: Have you seen this word previous presented in this list before?

If you have seen this word previously presented in this list, press the key marked YES; if you
have not seen this word before in the list, press the key marked NO. Please keep your index
fingers resting on these keys throughout the experiment.

You will be presented with words for about 10 minutes. Many of the words will be repeated

in the list. First there is a practice list so you can become accustomed to the procedure.

Do you have any questions?

{Subject does practice list and experimenter corrects or answers any procedural questions the

subject has. After the praaice list:)

Do you have any questions? The real list will be presented the same way but it is much
longer and will take about 10 minutes to complete. Whenever you are ready press the space
bar and the list will begin.

Recall instructions for all incidental conditions

Now I have a second task for you. Please write down as many of the words that appeared on
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the computer screen as you can remember. You will have 10 minutes to complete this task

but let me know if you need more time.

Reco^ition instructions for all incidental conditions

Now I have a second task for you. Here is a multiple choice test. There are 75 lines with 5

word choices in each line. Please circle the word in each line that you saw on the computer
screen. Each line contains one and only one correct response. If you're not sure guess, but

please make sure you circle one answer in each line. You will have 10 minutes to complete

this task but let me know if you need more time.

Instructions for Intentional Letter Task

In a few minutes you will see a series of words presented one at a time on the computer
screen. As the words appear it is YOUR job to say the word out loud and make the following

decision: Does this word have 6 letters in it?

If it does have 6 letters press the key marked YES; if it does not have 6 letters press the key
marked NO. Please keep your index fingers resting on these keys throughout the experiment.

You will be presented with words for about 10 minutes. Many of these words will be
repeated in the list. After you have seen all the words you will be asked to write down as

many of the words as you can remember. First there is a practice list so you can become
accustomed to the procedure.

Do you have any questions?

(Subject does practice list and experimenter corrects or answers any procedural questions the

subject has. After the practice list:)

Do you have any questions? The real list will be presented the same way but it is much
longer and will take about 10 minutes to complete. Whenever you are ready press the space
bar and the list v/iH begin.

Note: Subjects who were asked to respond yes/no to 7 letter

words were read the same instruaions with the number 7 substitutedfor the number 6.

Instructions for Intentional continuous recognition task

In a few minutes you will see a series of words presented one at a time on the computer
screen. As the words appear it is YOUR job to say the word out loud and make the following
decision: Have you seen this word previous presented in this list before?

If you have seen this word previously presented in this list, press the key marked YES; if you
have not seen this word before in the list, press the key marked NO. Please keep your index
fingers resting on these keys throughout the experiment.

You will be presented with words for about 10 minutes. Many of the words will be repeated

in the list. After you have seen all the words in the list you will be asked to write down as

many words as you can remember. First there is a practice list so you can become
accustomed to the procedure.

Do you have any questions?

(Subject does practice list and experimenter corrects or answers any procedural questions the
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subject has. After the practice list:)

Do you have any questions? The real list will be presented the same way but it is much
longer and will take about 10 minutes to complete. Whenever you are ready press the space

bar and the list will begin.

Recall instructions for all intentional conditions

Now it's time for the test I told you about. Please write down as many of the words that

appeared on the computer screen as you can remember. You will have 10 minutes to

complete this task but let me know if you need more time.

Recognition instructions for all intentional conditions

Now it's time for the test I told you about. Here is a multiple choice test. There are 75 lines

with 5 word choices in each line. Please circle the word in each line that you saw on the

computer screen. Each line contains one and only one correct response. If you're not sure

guess, but please make sure you circle one answer m each line. You will have 10 minutes to

complete this task but let me know if you need more time.
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Experiment 2

Instructions for continuous recognition task

In a few minutes you will be shown words one at a time on the computer screen. Your job is

to read the word out loud and decide if you have seen another word previously presented on
the screen that MATCHES ON AT LEAST THE FIRST THREE LETTERS. If you have
seen a word that matches on at least three letters with a word previously presented, press the

marked YES. If not, press the key marked NO.

In this experiment there are words that match on the first three or more letters, including

words that are exact repetitions of themselves. In either case you would press the key marked
"yes". There are also words that have no match or that only match on the first or first two
letters. In these cases you would press the key marked "no".

The computer will record your responses. I am concerned with the accuracy of your
responses but you should know that the word will remain on the screen for only a preset

amount of time (4 seconds). Try to respond as accurately as possible during this time.

Do you have any questions?

First you will get some practice with a short list so you can get used to the procedure of
reading the word out loud, making your decision, and pressing the correct key.

(Subjects do praaice list)

Now you will get a much longer list of words that will last for about 10 minutes. You don't

have to refer back to any of the words in the practice list while you are making your decisions
now.

Any questions?

When ever you are ready, press the space bar to begin.

Instructions for Cued Recall test

Here are three sheets of paper that contain a list of the first three letters of the words you saw
on the computer screen. Please fill in as many of the words as you can remember. You may
have seen two words for each of these three letter combinations. If you remember more than
one word, write down both. If you're not sure you can guess.

The list is in alphabetical order to help you find the letter combinations of words you
remember but you do not need to work in alphabetical order. If there are any words you
remember but can't find a beginning combination for just write that word at the bottom of one
of the pages.

Try to fill in as many words as you can. You have 10 minutes. I'll let you know when time
is up. If you need more time let me know.

Instrucfions for Multiple Choice test

Now I have a second task for you. Here is a multiple choice test. There are 75 lines with 4
word choices in each line. Please circle the word in each line that you saw on the computer
screen. Each line contains one and only one correct response. If you're not sure guess, but
please make sure you circle one answer in each line. You will have 10 minutes to complete
this task but let me know if you need more time.
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Experiment 3

Instructions for continuous recognition task

In a few minutes you will be shown words one at a time on the computer screen. Your job is

to read the word silently and decide if you have seen another word previously presented on
the screen that MATCHES ON AT LEAST THE FIRST THREE LETTERS. If you have

seen a word that matches on at least three letters with a word previously presented, press the

marked YES. If not, press the key marked NO.

In this experiment there are words that match on the first three or more letters, including

words that are exact repetitions of themselves. In either case you would press the key marked
"yes". There are also words that have no match or that only match on the first or first two
letters. In these cases you would press the key marked "no".

The computer will record your responses. I am concerned with the accuracy of your
responses but you should know that the word will remain on the screen for only a preset

amount of time (4 seconds). Try to respond as accurately as possible during this time.

Do you have any questions?

First you will get some practice with a short list so you can get used to the procedure of
reading the word silently, making your decision, and pressing the correct key. I will watch
you during the practice to make sure you've got the procedure nght.

(Subjects do practice list)

Now you will get a much longer list of words that will last for about 15 minutes. You don't
have to remember any of the words in the practice list while you are making your decisions

now. You are starting off fresh.

Any questions?

When ever you are ready, press the space bar to begin.

Instructions for Cued Recall

Here are three sheets of paper that contain a list of the first three letters of the words you saw
on the computer screen. Please fill in as many of the words as you can remember. You saw
two words for each of these three letter combinations. If you remember more than one word,
write down both. If you're not sure you can guess.

The list is in alphabetical order to help you find the letter combinations of words you
remember but you do not need to work in alphabetical order. If there are any words you
remember but can't find a beginning combination for just write that word at the bottom of one
of the pages.

Try to fill in as many words as you can. You have 10 minutes. I'll let you know when time
is up. If you need more time let me know.

Instructions for Multiple Choice test

Now I have a second task for you. Here is a multiple choice test. There are 150 lines with 4
word choices in each line. Please circle the word in each line that you saw on the computer
screen. Each line contains one and only one correct response. If you're not sure guess, but
please make sure you circle one answer in each line. You will have 15 minutes to complete
this task but let me know if you need more time.
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Experiment 4

Instructions for the continuous recognition task

In a few minutes you will be shown a long list of words one at a time on the computer screen.

Your job is to read the word and decide which of the following three categories the word falls

into. The 3 categories are: a whole word repetition, a three letter match, and no match. If

you have seen the entire word previously presented on the screen press the key marked
WHOLE.
If you have seen a word that matches on at least the first 3 letters but is not an exact repetition

of a previously presented word, then press the key marked "3". And if the word doesn't have

a match or matches only on the first or first two letters then you press the key marked NO.

In this experiment there are words that fit into all three categories. Words that match will be
within the last 12 words that you saw. But be aware that it is possible to have a word or three

letter match repeat more than once and that it could occur as follows:

The word or first three letters dog
then ten other words
the word of first three letters dog
then ten more words
the word of first three letters dog
etc.

Do you have questions on this?

The computer will record your responses. I am concerned with the accuracy of your
judgments but you should know that the word will remain on the screen for a preset amount of
time (which is 4 seconds). Please try to respond as accurately as possible while the word is

on the screen.

First you are going to do a short practice list so you can get used to the procedure. I will

watch you during the practice to make sure you've got the procedure right.

(Subjects performed practice list)

Now you will get a much longer list of words that will last for about 15 minutes. You don't

need to remember any of the words from the practice list while you are making your decisions

now. You are starting off fresh.

Any questions?

When you are ready you can press the space bar and begin.

Instructions for cued recall

Here are three sheets of paper that contain a list of the first three letters of the words you saw
on the computer screen. Please fill in as many of the words as you can remember. You
probably saw more than one word for each of these three letter combinations. If you
remember more than one word, write down all the words you remember. If you're not sure

you can guess.

The list is in alphabetical order to help you find the letter combinations of words you
remember but you do not need to work in alphabetical order. If there are any words you
remember but can't fmd a beginning combination for just write that word at the bottom of one
of the pages.

Try to fill in as many words as you can. You have 10 minutes. I'll let you know when time

is up. If you need more time let me know.





Instructions for multiple choice

Now I have a second task for you. Here is a multiple choice test. There are 130 lines with 4

word choices in each line. Please circle the word in each line that you saw on the computer
screen. Each line contains one and only one correct response. If you're not sure guess, but

please make sure you circle one answer in each line. You will have 15 minutes to complete

this task but let me know if you need more time.
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APPENDIX C: Test Materials

This appendix contains the test materials used for the experiments. The exact format of the

materials is not presented here due to formatting constraints. Changes to the test material

format is noted before the actual test material.

Experiment 1

Recall

Subjects were given a blank sheet of ruled paper.

Multiple Choice

The multiple choice test was double spaced and the items were spaced evenly across the page.

There were 25 multiple choice items per page for a total of three pages. The test was given in

the numerical order presented here as well as stapled backward in the order of page 3, 2, 1.

Multiple Choice items

2 s X i_cori Sinuous s i. 1very skillet
2 inning^
3 fellow female forest formal
4 refrain J. CUilXl^ll I. dx uy i. LJUia.1 c T* r~ih o T" \7i. iJ i_/ tz: X. y
5 lecture loyalty logical leather 1 icense
5 ruclc\i s rum^Li s r uIdId 1e rudder
7 cattle coffee crisis career column
8 adapter acrobat advisor acolyte abusive
9 soldier silence slavery speaker senator
10 mention mankind mystery missile message
11 troupe tropic trough truism tripod
12 python puzzle pulley porous pepper
13 algebra amiable airline alimony amorous
14 migrant malaria mundane monarch monitor
15 dynasty diction drizzle dietary dormant
16 jellies j ittery j awbone juggler junkies
17 survey sacred shadow supper senior
18 honest handle health horses houses
19 scenic sullen sorrow sonata satire
20 bereft batter beaker beggar bidder
21 utensil upstate unequal unkempt usable
22 vacuum victim vector virtue verbal
23 keeper kettle kitten kennel kernel
24 bedtime bouquet bellboy bathtub bravery
25 harder humble heroic hatred hidden
26 palace profit poetic patent pencil
27 barrack barkeep baneful baleful bagpipe
28 butter bigger branch bullet barrel
29 abroad avenue artist agency afraid
30 session serious success strange shelter
31 advice aspect atomic artery author
32 iodine injury ironic import insane
33 purple praise parent potato porter
34 aqueous alcohol analogy acrylic awkward
35 piston postal pillow plight polite
36 bubble bronze ballot burial button
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37 diagram deposit dialect decency diamond
38 median medley mellow mildew malady
39 drapery dragnet drummer dreamer dryness
40 hitter humane hamlet hearty helper
41 phrase pistol prayer powder prince
42 volume voices valley vision values
43 variety village victory version visible
44 mammal mayhem magpie menial mentor
45 specter slumber slipper slicker sorghum
46 bucolic burglar bullish breaker buffoon
47 misery magnum morale mortar madame
48 nearer nuclei nickel needle nephew
49 herring heretic heather hostage heathen
50 ancient address article account ability
51 boycott bravado bourbon bargain butcher
52 easier engine estate excess escape
53 grinder gleeful gelatin glutton gazelle
54 gauche garish gander garret garnet
55 broken breath belief beauty budget
56 bondage bonfire blister breakup brevity
57 battery builder blanket bedroom broader
58 chronic cologne costume cynical cathode
59 neural nozzle nausea nectar novice
60 compass cannery creator cruelty curtain
61 invader invoice igneous infidel insipid
62 square single summer simple spirit
63 bottle battle ballet bottom bridge
64 shocker shotgun shopper shimmer sherbet
65 genuine glimpse gesture gradual gallery
66 genius gather guitar gentle garage
67 hearing husband hundred history highest
68 recital residue revival revenge renewal
69 boulder boredom balloon baroque barrier
70 foreign federal forward freedom failure
71 stress series status season supply
72 catcher cottage cabinet channel caution
73 camera colony campus carbon cotton
74 shrink squire sparse shriek shovel
75 economy extreme expense evident element
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Experiment 2

Cued recognition test

The cued recognition test was double spaced and the two blanks were spread evenly across the

page. There were 27 lines on pages 1 and 2 and 21 lines on page 3.

acr acr_
ale alc_
all
amo amo_
art
aut aut_
ave ave_
ban ban_
bar bar_
beg beg_
bel bel_
bli bli_
bor bor_
bou bou_
bot bot_
bra bra_
bro bro
buf buf"
but but"
cir
col col"
com com_
cos cos
era cra_
ere ere"
dec dec"
dia dia_
dre dre_
dyn dyn_
eng eng_
fac fac"
fan fan"
fre
for
gal gal_
gar gar_
gen gen_
gla gla"
gra gra_
ham ham
hea hea'
hos hos_
ins ins_
inv inv_
lea lea'
lib lib"
mal mal
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man man
mar mar'
met met'
mis mis
pal pal"
per per_
pos pos"
pot pot'
pra pra"
rec rec'
rub ruh'_

sea sea'
sha sha
sho sho]
shr shr
sil sil"
sin sin~
ski ski'
sli sli"
spe spe_
squ squ_
str str_
sun sun
tri tri~
val val_
vie vic_
vol vol
win win'

Multiple Choice test

The multiple choice test was double spaced and the items were
spaced evenly across the page. There were 25 multiple choice
items per page for a total of 6 pages. The test was given in
the numerical order presented here as well as stapled backward
in the order of page 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

Multiple Choice items

1 forward marine barrel cabbage
2 window methyl cuisine damage
3 pottery ballad missile receive
4 edible palace feature insight
5 shower forest metals kitchen
6 circle artery seated jealous
7 margin avenue glutton lagoon
8 painful modest creator heading
9 parasol should cossack misery
10 fanfare strive crease weapon
11 barley winter picket mirror
12 dreamer mistake gradual nickel
13 accuse shaped belated garret
14 impact urgent fresco singer
15 compare filter rubble single
16 fantasy instant celery bicycle
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17 hatred empire
18 i.nsu I't velvet potent skimmed
19 mortar sguash bottle garlic
20 rais in fortune blight diagram
21 engine invalid tablet valiant
22 brevity dreaded insert saddle
23 glamour recruit ballet
24 mal ice basket forget gallery
25 ironic specify cradle postman
26 comment feather braille shovel
27 pallid dynamic silken cabinet
28 speeds parcel buffoon hamper
29 mosaic thought bagpipe circuit
30 wrest le grat i f

y

libido potato
31 possum adhere metric heaven
32 aut ism strike mishap ramble
33 picture hailed dancer boulder
34 autopsy buffet perfect sample
35 isolate prance recipe bracket
36 botany lantern special palette
37 garden collage spirit thicket
38 alight rivalry decree shatter
39 thunder sunrise cracker barber
40 vendor shotgun bandit collect
41 satire pledge fancier brother
42 rubric silver biology galaxy
43 freezer sundry ribbon glacier
44 agility viceroy tactile leader
45 hostage buffer sinking routine
46 scandal butter faculty prison
47 impose engage sunset bother
48 freedom leaflet sonata topple
49 fatigue rodent acreage squeak
50 borough hideous triple sincere
51 across calcium beloved poster
52 possess slight button wrinkle
53 blithe import general edifice
54 phantom gallop victim comfort
55 search barrack compass advise
56 ritual mettle crafty slipper
57 justice placid shrubs alcohol
58 acrylic insect trivial capsule
59 liberty hospice compute thimble
60 bitter marble lobster pallor
61 ferment recover butler shrewd
62 interim donate perform collar
63 paired freight alibis museum
64 hickory freeway cranky bravery
65 shrill venture hostess mileage
66 invoice glazed squawk notify
67 garage credit broaden jargon
68 shriek compact monarch glands
69 method sarcasm record pothole
70 larceny amongst residue belong
71 rubbery brazen missing salmon
72 vicious brandy license artist
73 facets bargain squint absent





74 present blanket decade invest
75 sacred forbid amount leashes
76 leisure costly hearing alcorn
11 aliens deceit colonel pigment
78 calorie trilogy bouquet deluge
79 aligned fortune haircut warrior
80 letter potion vertical skipper
81 invade shrink health j anitor
82 rampant lottery genius brewery
83 tavern comedy gallant shampoo
84 prairie kennel necktie sliced
85 festive creamer reflex gravity
86 gargle crevice hamlet utilize
87 stress amoral perhaps blouse
88 gourmet league diaries alchemy
89 script circus prayer leaves
90 thicket imitate avenge silence
91 searing granite decide adjust
92 hammer strict gentle baggage
93 dosage forever liberal beguile
94 brought shadow custom mystic
95 dynamo salvage bronze perfume
96 market barren candle decline
97 malign sunburn bullet educate
98 dormant slicker branch english
99 broiled library malted cement
100 shabby alimony length blossom
101 banquet camera skimpy malady
102 belief sonnet luggage hostile
103 plaster banker fanatic acrobat
104 engulf square journal creepy
105 brocade novice faction rubbed
106 whisper infant banish dynasty
107 shorts banner invite ransom
108 veteran mammoth cosmic preview
109 foreign ignite dreary commute
110 crater valley bellboy tedious
111 ceramic persist tribute volcano
112 bashful costume silicon abdomen
113 blinded salient frenzy excuse
114 embrace border insist rubdown
115 command banana engrave scrape
116 misled trigger narrow buffalo
117 bottom sealed portal mollusk
118 ecstasy borrow grammar perjury
119 shallow boredom accent praise
120 beggar injury sesame carbon
121 canvas winner season moment
122 winery golden inside forward
123 colony declare insane savage
124 meadow column spelled ripple
125 fierce volley baroque manager
126 campus diaper shrimp blister
127 glance cottage hearty j acket
128 baggage sunken poetry luxury
129 crayon gentile factory imagine
130 leather recital posture whistle





131 phobic amorous spec ies fables
132 jungle volume skiing invent
133 fixture butane origin postage
134 diamond sinner genuine abolish
135 vision combat mantle romance
136 bandage meteor inspect catalog
137 balcony hurdle tripod strong
138 terrace facial heating graphic
139 dialect gender speech journey
140 answer victory rattle scenic
141 ignore barrier skillet averted
142 literal abandon garbage squeeze
143 thread eclipse voltage shopper
144 average embassy trouble cereal
145 string combine finance royalty
146 seaweed ketchup torment alcove
147 parody encore values balance
148 gossip butcher pranks mutiny
149 cancel lunatic gallon bellow
150 malaria nibble sinewy episode
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Experiment 3

Cued Recall

The cued recall test in Experiment 3 is identical to the cued recall test in Experiment 2.

Multiple Choice test

The multiple choice test in Experiment 3 is identical to the multiple choice test used in

Experiment 2.

Experiment 4

Cued Recall

The cued recall test in Experiment 4 is identical to the cued recall test in Experiments 2 and

3.

Multiple Choice test

There were 3 versions of the multiple choice test in Experiment 4. Each of these versions

were created by removing the 20 lines of choices containing the target words that were used

to make exact repetitions and triples in the continuous recognition task. The target words in

Experiment 4 remained paired with the same foils as in Experiment 3.
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Experiment 1

APPENDIX D: 5 Lag Analyses
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Effect LagO

Table D.l
Mean percentages

Lagl Lag2 Lag4 Lag8

Spacing
Task

Letter
Cont. Recog.

Intent ionality
Incidental
Intentional

Test type
Recall
Recognition

Task by
Intent ionality

incidental
letter task

intentional
letter task

incidental
cont. recog.

intentional
cont. recog.

49

47
51

46
51

13
84

44

50

48

53

54

50
58

50
58

18
90

44

56

57

59

51

47
56

45
57

14
88

39

55

51

60

54

50
59

49
59

19
90

43

56

56

63

55

19
91

43

59

59

59

Task by Test type

Recall letter 14
Recognition

letter 80
Recall

Cont. Recog. 13
Recognition

Cont. Recog. 89

17

83

20

96

11

83

18

94

16

83

22

97

16

86

21

96
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Experiment 2

Table D.2.1 - F values
Effect F value

Spacing
Same vs. Different
Test Type

F(4,89) = 5.37
F(l,92) = 0.51
F(l,92) = 126.62

Mean percentages
Effect LagO Lagl Lag2 Lag4 Lag8

Spacing 48 56 55 61 62
Word pair type

Same 43 61 60 59 63
Different 52 50 50 63 61

Test type
Recall 32 37 35 48 46
Recognition 63 74 75 74 78





Experiment 3

Table 3.1 - F values
Effect F value

Spacing F(4,89) = 3.62
1st vs. 2nd F(l,92) = 12.04
Test type F(l,92) = 267.09

Mean percentages
Effect LagO Lagl Lag2 Lag4 Lag8

Spacing 35 39 39 37 42
1st vs 2nd

1st word 38 42 43 41 45
2nd word 31 36 36 34 39

Test type
Recall 21 25 23 21 26
Recognition 49 53 56 53 58

Test type by
lst/2nd word

Recall 1st word 27 28 25 25 31

Recall 2nd word 16 23 20 18 22
Recognition

1st word 50 57 60 56 59
Recognition

2nd word 47 48 52 51 56





Experiment 4

Table 4.1 - F values
Effect F value

Spacing F(4,89) = 14.13
1st vs. 2nd F(l,92) = 17.23
Test type F(l,92) = 451.16

Mean percentages
Effect LagO Lagl Lag2 Lag4 Lag8

Spacing 31 42 41 43 44
1st vs 2nd

1st word 35 46 43 47 49
2nd word 28 37 39 39 39

Test type
Recall 15 23 19 22 26
Recognition 48 61 62 64 61

Test type by
lst/2nd word

Recall 1st word 19 29 22 28 30

Recall 2nd word 11 16 17 16 22
Recognition

1st word 51 63 63 65 68
Recognition

2nd word 44 58 61 63 55
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